Coburn and rest of campus get facelift

/* By LIZ BOMZE

ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

During the summer months,
Colby made necessary renovations
and additions to the campvJs. There
- were five maj or changes/additions
' made other than the addition of the
new . painting studio to Bixler (see
*__page_5J_^renc^atiQns_to Coburn, the
Spa, four classrooms, and the baseball field, as well as the addition of
the Richard L. Whitmore Offices and
Locker Rooms in the Alfond Athletic
Center.
As on any college campus, there
"V-is. a constant laundry list of necesv sary changes and repairs; however,
funding for these projects can make
Or break their accomplishment.
' Generally, money will come from
one (or both) of two sources: the col~ " lege's capital budget or gifts from
alumnae. Capital money is most
often spent on large projects, such as
refurbishing Coburn, while alumnae
gifts, such as the one given for the
Alfond addition, vary to the degree
of their project.
The Board of Trustees ' raises
• money for projects around campus,
hoping v to advance -the mission of
Colby by the best use of its
4 resources. The Colby website gives a
_,_ description of this mission: "the
Colby academic and residential
experience is designed to enable
each student to find and fulfill his or
her own unique potential."
Occasionally, there are times
when gifts cannot be accepted. Vice
President of College Relations, Dr.
'¦• Rand y Helm, explained that some
donations turn into "gifts that keep
oh taking," where a new building,
for example, is more of a drain than
; a hel p to the college's resources)
since the money from the gift covers
only the construction of a building*
not its upkeep.
He further explained that there is
a sequence to approving and obtaining money for a project: first, the
proj ect is considered by the
•Pres.ident,. the faculty, and student
government to evaluate its necessity
and use. Upon agreement among
those people and the Board^-.-an
' architect Ts brought in to give, a cost
estimate, a preliminary design is
done, and the Development Office
proceeds" to raise the money.

Sexual assault
charges filed^
DA declines
case
By RYAN DAVIS
EDITOR IN CHIEF
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One of the renovations to Cobiirn is the enclosedsvira l staircase put where the fire escape used to be.
Coburn and Mary-Low:
Continuing the dormTenovations
all over campus, Coburn and Mary
Low dormitories were on the agenda, for this : summer; however, only
Coburn : was completed. Patricia
Murphy) Director of the Physical
Plant Department, explained that
Coburn and Mary Low is a two-part
process and that Mary Low will be
completed next summer.
Nonetheless, Coburn now models a host of improvements. Coburn
and Mary Low are now connected,
allowing one to walkHBetween the
two buildings without going outsid_HQther changes include a sp iral
staircase on the parking^tot side with
large windows to emit a spectrum of
natural light, refintshed corridors

and- lounges, and both male and
female bathrooms on each floor
(before there was only one per
floor).
In addition, there is now a less
garish color scheme (it used to bebri ght pink, blue and green, now it is
various pastels), a little garden
p lanted in between Coburn and
Mary Low, air- conditioning, and,
most notably, the enormous freshman doubles, the two-level tri ples
with st:.irs, . and the cj r.virl.c J;
lounge-quad , affectionatel y called
the "mod quad," by its occupents.
Coburn 166 was ori ginally -supposed to be two singles next to each
other, but ended up as one enormous freshman double. Looking at
it when it was empty and not know-
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floor study lounge has been converted into the "mod quad ," complete
with a fireplace. •
. '. - " , """
"I'm psyched," said Jory Raphael
'02, who lives in the quad. A threeyear Coburn veteran, the renovation
marks the first time he has lived in a
room at Colby less than 50 years old.
"Yes, we will be using firep lace
once we get certified by Captain
Safety," Raphael said. "We'll be having s'mores parties in here." '
"It's awesome," said roommate
Jordan Finley '02 about the quad.
"It's the nicest dorm I've ever lived
in. The bathroom is bigger than my
single, but that's okay, because it's a
sweet bathroom."

ing what-it was, it would be easy to
imagine it as a one-room quad.
The impressive room is occupied
by Andrea Linney '05 and Chilann
Chan -<05. :,
"I think it's great," said Chan. "I
don't really understand (why people
are so excited about it), because I
haven't seen a_.lo.t of the other
dorms. But the room is great.''
"I"was shocked by the size of it
when I came in," said Linney. "I'm
frclV ¦Cc.lifo .-.'u*'- '.¦' ' the 'ierrn
rooms in colleges there are usually
reall y small. So when the HR told
me I had a' huge room, I wasn't
expecting anything this size. I don't
even know how to describe- this
size!" -, ' ,
Down the hall, Coburn's old first.

SEE RENOVATIONS/
continued on page 4
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After a party in June, an allegation
of sexual assault was made on campus
after an incident involving two students working on campus for the summer.The Waterville Police Departmentswas called to investigate the case, and
a-(_iarge-of-urdawwLsexual_£ontact_
was filed against the alleged assailant.
According to Detective Sergeant
John Gould of the Waterville PD, who
investigated the incident, the case was
declined by the district attorney's
office. Gould was unsure of the DA's
reason for deciding not to move forward on this particular case and
dedined to speculate.
Historically, however, when a case
is declined, it means that the DA does
not feel that there would be enough
evidence to prove the case beyond a
reasonable doubt.
"That's often the case when it's one
person's word against another's,"
Gould said, adding that, "f don't have
information available" about the decision m this case. —
According to Gould, the case
involved a male student who allegedly 'touched another male student in a
sexual manner.As a result, the second
student assaulted, the first and the
police were called. After art investigation, the first student walTrharged
with unlawful sexual contact.
Gould said that both of those
involved were Colby students. "Ifs
not like there's a stranger stalking
around up there," he said"' .
Though Ke no longer faces crirninal
charges, the alleged assailant still faces
disciplinary action from the school.
However, both Director of Security
Pete Chenevert and the Dean of
Students office, which would conduct
any hearing into the matter, declined
to comment for this story, qther than to
say that'the case is still in the appeals
process and no decision has yet been
made. - •
Nevertheless, the alleged assailant
is not curren'tlylrving oh campus, and
his name has been removed -from the
Colby directory.

Bookstore discontinues the sale of computers

By KATTLIN McCAFFERTY

was to buy computers from retail Selling cpmputers at the" bookstore
stores or from catalogues; not from was a cost to the college. The service
the college. However, the bookstore component, the financial component
' '•- Seventeen years after introducing ' still "felt as if it had an obligation to - it just wasn't the right business for
the first Macintosh for sale to stu- maintain a hi gh standard of service, the bookstore to be in."
"From a marketing stand point ,
cdents,
the "Colb y Bookstore has so we continued to sell computers,"
^
we
were not making any money. It
said Barnard. Therefore the computdecided to stop selling computers.
ers
that
the
bookstore
sold
were
just
didn 't make any sense (to conThe decision to discontinue com*
more
durable,
but
also
more
expentinue
selling computers)," said
puter , sales was not a Surprise. Ray
sive.
This
led
to
students
buying
Phillips.
Philli ps, Director of Information
_—-N There will still be a place for stuTechnology Services said, "I've seen computers from other sources.
Another
aspect
of
computer
sales
dents to get hel p with computer
this 'coming for quite' .some time,
""
—-problems,
was
the
service
that
the
bookstore
however, it will be a little
"
Pee.rj institutionshave grapp led with
was
required
to
provide
for
the
comdiffe
rent.
the! jiame issues and come to the
puters that it sold. The computer
"We still have a commitment to
same decisions." .
the
students who bought computers
company
would
send
the
bookstore
'Hie decision was made for vari'
from
us," said Barnard. There will be
the
needed
thnt
the
computer
parts
* out-;. reasons, the most substantial of
and
reimburse
them
for
one
hour
of
a
computer
depot in the basement of
which was that the college was lossometimes
the
probEustis
where
students can br ing
labor;
however,
ing money on the sale of computers
their
computers
lems
were
difficult
and
required
to be fixed; howevto students. But also, the necessary
hours
to
find
the
problem.
er,
they
must
contact
the company
skills to sell computers were lacking
"Sometimes
where
the computer
from 'regular ' bookshop emp loyees,
, The
it
cost
us
as
purchased
was
so they had to be trained!
much
as
two
or
computers
will
be.
Selling computers in the bookthree
times
signed
in
at
Eustis
store required the staff to be more
t
arid the repairman
"computer geeky," snid Bruce what we were
being
reimthat the company
Barnard , the manager of Colb y 's
bursed
for,"
dispatches
will go
Bookstore.
Barnard.
said
to
repair
the
there
"When we were selling onl y
Colb
had
to
computer.
y
Macs it was fairl y simple; you onl y
. "The depot' ft? " an
had to know a few things. It wns subsidize the
cost
of
labor,
experiment
Hhis
streamlined and simple," he said.
year. Wo will see if
*¦ "Now it is much more comp licated . elc.
"If you look
it reall y gets used , it
There are many different brands of
it ," said
has limited service,
computer and that doesn 't even at
but hopefull y it will
• include the one's that were made b y Barnard , "there
was reall y no financial incentive, iii enable the students to get the hel p
Uncle Joe from a catalogue ."
The recent trend among students fact it was a financial disincentive. that they need without wailinc
NEWS'EDITOR
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around in their room for a repairSince the computer area was
man," said Barnard , Another avenue .eliminated , the bookstore has underfor computer hel p would be the loca l gone a makeover, There is a now carcomputer stores.
pet, new checkout station , new furAlso, the college still makes rec- niture-, and a fresh ciial of paint. ¦
ommendations as to types of comNow with the extra space fro m
puters. It will still carry software and the computer section , Barnard hopes
necessary computer components.
to enhance the bookstore.
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"Uncommon Sense"
"Ward's Words"
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He wants to "bring a renewed
focus to books and put an emphasis
on 'life long learning. We want to be
a support for the academic mission
as well as a social spot where students come to brow.*j- just because
they might find something,"

INTERVIEW:

The Colby f ootball team
is poised to take anoth er shot at the NES CAC
title.

The COOT comedy
show was a hit with
incoming students.
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With more spa ce availible, the Booksto re has takeil advanta ge and expanded their merchandise.

President Coughlin and
Vice President:Aldous
discuss plans f or the
upcoming y ear.
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Students on the Street
This Week's Events
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Sohne hired as Director of
Multicultural Enrollment

.; echo@colby.edu

Underclassmen
shut out of
Alfond Complex

FEATURES EDITOR

As confirmed by the recentmeetings_ of the college planning group,
improving the diversity of 'the Colby
community is a major goal of the
aclministration.For some in Director of
Multicultural Enrollment Sandra
Sonne's position, increasing diversity
would be a daunting task for one person to undertake.
She remains optimistic, however,
saying that, "I Hke to see the greater
good. I'd like to see that the goals of the
college will be reached.We can only get
better." Sohne is confident that she has
the support of the college community
necessary to achieve those goals. .
Sohne began work in the admissions office this„suxnmer. She will lead
the office's efforts to recruit ALANA
(African-American, Latino/Latina,
Asian, and Native American) students
and develop a master plan to facilitate
those efforts.
According to Sohne, "the ultimate
goal is to-enroll strong, talented, active
students who are going to contribute to
the Colby community."
Sonne's experience with multiculturalism within U.S. colleges , began
when she left her home country of
Ghana in West Africa to attend
Franklin and Marshall College in
Lancaster, Penri. Ehiring her time in
college she went through considerable
growth and change.
"I use my experiences (from college) every day," she said.
After graduating Sohne accepted a
position within Franklin and
Marshall's admissions office, thinking
she would only be staying on forayear
before pursuing other career options.
She found , kaffivgr , thft "admissions
is addictive," and continued With it for
the nextJr-*_ee_years.
Eventually Colby^-eonftacted Sohne
with a job offer and she accepted. "The
reason I took this job," she says, "was
because of the sense I got from the
(Colby) admm:station that there's-a
strong need to increase enrollment of
our ALANA population."
In her first month at Colby she has

Sandra Sohne in the admissions office.
beer, encouraged by the reception she
has received from the -administration,
faculty, and staff. j^~ ' ;' "' *" ' ¦¦
"My colleagues have been extremely supportive," she said;
Though there are still a f ew barriers
to increasing ALANA acbriissionsand -,
to current ALANA students at Colby;
Sohne is confident tliatTtese^ahTe
overcome with the support of the college conununity.
It can be difficult to'make prospective ALANA students aware of Colby,
since many of them live in urban areas
or are not from the northeast.
Admissions has addressed this by contacting about 7,000 high school guidance counselors a year, asking them to
recommend talented ALANA students
and providing for the students' visits to
campus.
The needs of prospective students
vary'between individuals, Sohne said,
and admissions must recognize this in
their efforts to attract ALANA students. There is also competition
between colleges in enrolling the same
students, and Sonne's wish is for Colby
to be the benchmark~fromwhich other
colleges are compared;
"The quality of the experience
when students visit campus and the
care we give in the admissions
process" are key to making Colby
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stand out in me minds of ALANA students looking at colleges, Sohne said.
Sohne believes that "the support of
students alread y on campus inessential
to attracting prospective students and
facilitatingtheir transition into the col~
lege community.
What, ultimately, defines a student's success? ¦"College for any student should present the opportunity
for a metamorphosis," Sohne said.
Such change for a student, a broadening of cultural and intellectual horizons, takes consistent'encouragement
from the entire college community.;
Sohne plans on talking with the
SGA, Head Residents, and the Pugh
Center Alliance, as well as attending
various club meetings, to become
familiar with student activities at
Colby and find "students who take an
active role in getting things done."
She cited the importance of the students who serve as overnight hosts,
admissions volunteers, and weekend
program coordinators.- ,
ALANA students already-enrolled
at Colby also need the support of the
entire campus community. Sohne sees
Colby's cultural awareness, the Pugh
Center Alliance, and peer mentors
(available to any; Colby student) as
being useful resources for current stu• ¦ . ' ¦ ' ¦dents.

Safety dril
l tests Colby's
readiness for terrorist attack
By RYAN DAVIS
EDITOR IN CHIEF ...
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From now on, the Colb y Card sy stem will onl y allow seniors to
access the Alfond Apartme/ nt Comp lex.

I By KAITLIN McCAFFERTY

access to earlier hours. The residents of Alfond "were frustrated
over disrespect-toward the buildi
The
Alfond
Ap artment ing by visitors," sH'id Hammond.
The Deans were considering
!' Complex now has limited access.
Seniors living in the Apartments' making nn access change and just
have access 24 hours each day; took action on what the residents
non-residential seniors .have, access . wanted.
similar to that of any other dorm~ --^ However , limited access did not
', and underclassmen may onl y enter solve the problem. "The difficul! trie building if a senior lets them ties with visitors worsened ," said
Hammond.
in.
"1 reall y hope that students
The decision to limit access,
in to understand what a beautibeg
; made b y Deans and security, wns
'
ful
facility we have thanks to the
' due to the rising "'dorm damage
one
of our greatest benefactors, the
; that occurred last year in Alfond.
Alfond
famil y," said Hammond.
, The Alfond complex has had dorm
The
new
policy could have been
', damage problems In the past , but
'
"avoided
if
students responded
' last year (he problems escalated.
well
to
the
limited
access plan last
The cost of dorm damages
!
.treated
the
place better.
year
and
„„ nearl y doubled in Alfolid , wiih
Unfortunatel
y
that
did
not hap£•; holes in the walls, discharged fi re
¦
pen
,"
said
Hammond.
*' ext/nguishers , broken windows
Hainmond said that he realizes
£ and exit signs, missing wall prints ,
"the
vast majority of our students
£• missing lounge furniture , and cigare
responsible
and take care of
£ arette burn inarks in the carpeting
their
" But the damsurroundings.
stairwells,"
said
Ron
•" and
age
clone
to
Alfond
was n signifi'*" Hammond, Associate Dean of
cant
problem
that
needed
to be
*" Students for Residential Life .
addressed
.
"Crowds of students head up to
'«
"Primaril y, this change in
<*•¦• Alfond looking for a party mid
*» when they don'.'f find one they access is a message to, all students
«»• often hang out in the hallways and and other visitors, that Alfond
""• this can lend to trouble," he added . needs to be treated with more
»v' "Or if they do find one it can spill , respect," snid Hammond. "If one is
going there, one should go specifi)« ' into the hallways."
wJ ' These problems led to a immu- call y to flee friends and not to
re mous decision last year from the 'cruise llu; hallways' looking for
£'. Alfond Council, composed of one something to do ."
M member from each apartment in
i
*'* the complex, to limit underclass
! NEWS EDITOR
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The likelihood that a terrorist
would sneak into Keyes, steal several compounds, and begin constructing a chemical weapon in a fourthfloor lab are remote at best. But
Colby 's offices of safety and security, along with city, state and federal
agencies staged an elaborate safety
drill on Aug. 20 to determine how
well Colby and the surrounding
area would respond tc\such an
attack.
Students can rest assured that "it
went very well," according to
Director of Safety Bruce McDougal.
"It was a very smooth exercise for
the most part."
Visitors to the campus that.»day
were treated to the sight of emergency vehicles swarming the science complex, community members
portray ing victims of a chemical
warfare attack gone awry, and rescue workers in . ."moon suits"
responding to the situation.
According to McDougal, the
whole operation took more than
ei ght months to plan and began
^
with a simple question from a security officer.
"Very innocentl y, one of our
security offices asked 'what do we
do if there is a student down in a
labora tory ? How is security supposed to respond to that?'"
McDougal said. Tlie school's policy
about situations involving dangerous chemicals "didn't seem as clear
as it proba bly should have beep,"
In looking at the policy and trying to figure out how it could be
improved , Colby consulted with the
Waterville Fire Department, ns it
often does in matters of chemical
safety. Tlie fi re department felt that
a simulation ot such an incident
would be a good exercise for the
Kennebec
Valley
Hazardous
Materials Emergency Response
Team (Hazmat), from which a
group of businesses that pay a fee
^et services for chemical emergencies, •
„ ' '
Later, the Delta Ambulance
Corporation asked to be involved in
the exercise, then the area hospitals^
nnd finall y, in perhaps the most
interesting development, the 11th
Weapons of Mass Destruction Civil
Suppprt Team, a 22-member
National Guard unit.
Unlikel y as it seems, the
Waterville Armory on Drummond
VS "¦-

Avenue is home to one of 27
weapons of mass destruction
(WMD) support teams in the nation.
Established in the wake of bombings of the World Trade Center arid
the Murrah Building in Oklahoma
City,the teams are intended to boost
the country's ability to respond to
nuclear, chemical, biological and
other major attacks.
The goal of the WMD civil support program is to have one team
stationed within 250 miles of 90% of
the U.S. population. Waterville,

THE WATERVILLE

ARMORY ON
DRUMMOND
AVENUE is HOME
TO ONE OF 27
WEAPONS OF MASS
DESTRUCTION
(
WMD ) TEAMS IN
THE NATION.
with its proximity to Portland ,
Bangor and the rest of the slate's
population, was chosen as the site
of one of the teams. • '
. Waterville's' team will be certified mission capable sometime next
year after completing several more
exercises similar to the one at Colby.
According to McDougal, the
WMD saw an opportunity to simulate a terrorist incident in K^eyes "by
saying thkt someone snuck in, stole
a bunch of chemicals and decided to
make sari n gas or some other hi ghly toxic chemical warfare agent."
"We ended up with 12 agencies
and companies partici pating," snid
McDougal, "From a simple question , 'how would Colby respond?' it
blossomed into this full-blown exercise,"
The drill ended up being beneficial for nil involved. "It really provided Colby with an opportunity to
test a lot of different emergency
response protocols and update
them," said McDougal ,
"This was an exercise we needed
to do," enid Director of Security Pete
Cbenevcrt, "It helped a lot of agencies in the area."
As more ond more agencies got
involved, the scenario the drill was
centered on changed and became
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more complicated and dangerous.
According to McDougal, "the
ultimate scenario was that someone
had broken into the chemical storage area and stolen the necessary
chemicals for sarin," which Colby
doesn't actually have. The scenario
thus stipulated that the terrorist
brought some chemicals with him.
Then the fictional terrorist mixed
the compound and put it into a
humidifier, which he wotfld use as a
delivery device^ However, the
weapon went off prematurely,
killing him and overcoming five
students in the building.
During the drill, Chemistry
Professor Whitney King saw the
"students" down and pulled the fire
alarm, alerting security, the police
arid fire departments, the hospitals
and ambulance, the...Hazmat....team
and the WMD team. The FBI forensic lab had p lanned to get involved,
but was unable to make it to Colby.
Overall; "it was a very complicated exercise," said McDougal.
"Because, if there ever is a chemical
emergency like that, where people
are actuall y down, you can't jpst
rush in and pull them out" because
of the risk of contaminati on. Putting
on the moon snits and preparing to'
enter a contaminated area can take a
long time, but "you have to exercise
extreme caution, because Otherwise
you just end up with more casual' .' ¦ ¦• ¦
ties."
.
¦
Once all was said and donev
Colby found few things about its
response protocols that needed to
be changed,
"The nicest part of- the drill was
that there were no major surprises,"
said McDougal. ''Our response protocols are quite good and all they
reall y required was some tweaking.
There were no major overhauls."
"It was easy for us. All we had to
do wns respond and call the fire
department," said Chenevert about
the role of Colby security in the
drill. "But a lot of issues came out of
the drill, that we will be addressing
on campus," Mostly, these invplve
improving communicati ons during
such an event,
"If any thing like this ever reall y
did happen nt Colby, as a result of
the exercise we'd be much better
prepared than We were, no question
about it," said McDougal.
And knoWIng that there's a government agency down the' street
trained to protect us from the worst
disasters imaginable is pretty nice,
too.
'.
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Lovejoy Award
¦,
Tom
and Pat Gish, owners-and_publishers of the
in
Mountain
Eagle
Whitesburg, Ky.," -will
receive -the 49th Elijah
Parish tovejoy Award for
journalism onJDctober * H •
The Gishes were selected
for their courage in writing
about the failures of the
War on Poverty, the ravages oi strip mining, mine
safety, home-loan gouging
by eastern Kenhickyjbanks,
union leaders' corruption,
police brutality and problems in local schools. Since
jj Tjrcrtasihg the newspaper
in 1957 they have endured
shurming, threats against
their children, accusations
that they were communists, boycotts and a firebombing that destroyed
their newspaper Office in
1974.
Skowhegan School Art
Show
The Skowhegan School
of Painting and Sculpture's
summer show will be. on
view in the Colby Museum
of Art until October 28. It
consists of about 25 works
of different media; including photograpns, paintings, video, silkscreens and
etchings. The school is a 55year-old intensive summer
residency program for
advanced visual artists
located in Skowhegan.
Oak Fellow Named
Sevdije Ahmeti will be
on campus during the fall
semester as the . 2001 Oak
Fellow. She wilTbe teaching
about human rig-its issues
arid-giving insight into the
conflicts taking p lace in the
former Yugoslavia. Ahmeti,
an Albanian Kosovar, is the
founder and executive
director of the Center for
the rProtection of Women
ahd" Chiidren. In 'l999^she
was selected by Human
Rights Watch to be one of
"Ri ghts
four... - Human
Monitors. Ahmeti has
aided the International
Criminal Tribunal on
Former Yugoslavia with
her ^documentation of
human rights abuses.
Wellness Lectures
Announced
^ A series of wellness lectures this fall will address
topics of mental, emotional, social and physical wellbeing. Lectures are open to
the public and are free of
charge. Programs will discuss domestic abuse, multicultural society, alcohol
consumption, stress and
success. All of the programis will be held in the
Page Commons Room in
Cotter Union. The next lecture Will pe "Four Stages of
Mike
Drinking" -with
Green. It will take place on
Wednesday, September 12
at 8 p.m. and is a presentation on techniques for dealing with peer pressure, personal responsibility an4
'decision making; helping
peers with a drinking problem; and gauging and setting limits.
'

i

Colby Card for postage
There is now a machine
that . accepts
Colb y
SmartCards located at the
window of the student
mailroom. Students can use
their ID cards there for
postage and most mailroom services. Allen LaPan
reports that many students
have alread y been using
their cards at the mailroom
since the , device was
installed.
ik
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COOT 2001 lives up to its reputation
By KATTLIHMcCAFFERTY
NEWS EDITOR

'

'.

'
..

;

This year there were no attacks
from Bates, only a few injuries , a couple incidents of nudity, and a good
COOT Comedy Show.
"It was amazmgly furl,'' said Alex
Delis '05, a member of the Surplus
Elephant COOT. "It was a great introduction to the school."
There were -50 COOT trips' this
year ranging from trail biking to service, from sea kayaking to fishing and
everything in-between. Learine
Burnham, assistant director of student activities said, ''This year's program was very successful. Ninetynine percent of the mcoming- class
participated and there was great piar-7
ticipation from transfer " and international students."
„ .: Planning for COOT began last
spring when Megan Gossling '02 was
hired to be the COOT coordinator,
~
Patrick Olsen r02 was hired -as the
assistant COOT coordinator, the
prospective COOT leaders were interviewed, and the.pamphlets were sent
out to mcoming freshman.
Gossling, who was a -Eeb--_ iresh-her
freshman year, has never been on
COOT. -Nevertheless, "she did an
amazing job," said COOT leader
Megan Thomas„'02..._ .
~ "I wanted everyone to have a great
time, the leaders and the mcorriing
freshmen," said Gossling, "It was my
first time doing COOT so I had a lot to
learn and that was a little stressful. I
really wanted everything to go well."
"There are, always a few glitches at
the last minute, "but Megan was so
organized that it was easy to solve
them/' said Burnham, "The trips ran
very smoothly." ' ' .:
._, ¦' The . competition to be a COOT
leader was especially tough this year

and the. result was "phenomenal leadr
ership. The COOT leaders were awesome," said Gosslingl "1 really
enjoyed when they came back
because they are wonderful. My
fays-ritepart of the job was the people
I met, the mcoming students, the people in the student activities office and
the COOT leaders."
Olsen said, "It was a great crew to
work with to make the trips the best
they can be. The priority-is to make
trips the best we can for the freshman;
they're our topjpriority."
' The COOT/ leaders arrived on
campus in-mid-August to begin their
extensive training schedules. . They
were trained in an environmental
wilderness program called—SQLQ,
there was on campus training, diversity framing, meetings with the
Deans, and the Maine Appalachian
Trail Club as well.
Burhham Said, "It was an outstanding group of leaders. There were
more new leaders than before and
they really stepped up to the training.
I got really nice complements on the
group: and their attentiveness from
the people who worked with them."
„.-. "The training was cool. I feel very
prepared to save people's lives," said
Ljndsey Lanier '04; another COOT
leader..
. There were a few changes made to
the COOT program fhis_year. "We
worked on the interests of people, we
changed the food (no more summer
sausage), we redid a lot of the routes,
we had groups stay in different places
to try and sticlcwifh thej eave no trace
philosophy," said Gossling.
"We added a theater COOT trip
this year," said Olsen. "We try to
evolve COOT to what people want."
As a result of all this work, the
COOTersfrbm-the Class of 2005 had a
good time., .
¦
"It was great. I'm really happy I

;

'

'
'
., .". . ' ' • •

Cooters w&j ack their van af ter their COOT trip in f ront of' the Alf ond Athletic Comp lex.

FEATURES EDITOR,' „

This fall, the brochure outlining
Colby's policies about .sexual assault
Was altered on the advice of several
campus organizations. According to
Dean of Students Janice Kassman, the
changes to the ' brochure were not
major arid .have been in the works for
some time, even before an incidentlast
year called the school's policies on this
issue into question.
A .number of groups on campus,
including the Women's Group,
Cultural Affairs Committee, and
Sexual Assault Advisory Group7were
responsible for the changes to the sexual assault brochure mailed to students each fall. They examined the
guidelines of other colleges in order to
refine Colby ls owrrsexual assault policy and information.
The policy now includes broader
examples of sexual assaults, such as
situations involving same-sex individuals. The definition of consent has
been clarified and the layout of the
;—
publication improved. .
In addition to the changes to the

brochure, two volunteer victim advocates, Lisa Hallee, who works in the
Major Gifts office, and American
Studies Professor Heidi Kim, will be
available this year to assist victims of
sexual assault in understanding their
options and the Colby hearing pro cess.
While students can still go to the
college deans for assistance, deans
must remain impartial to both the victim and the accused due to their roles
in the Dean's Hearing Board. The victim advocates have a greater capacity
to advise and defend the victims of
sexual assault who come to them. ,
Another resource for students is the
Rape Crisis Assistance Center. A staff
member from the center will be on
campus every Tuesday during the
school year from 5 to 7 prh in Cotter
Union's Philson Lounge. Any student
can speak confidentially with the staff
member, about sexual assault during
this time.
Kassman was involved in the revision of the sexual assault information.
When asked about student awareness
of sexual assault, issues, she said that,
"students perhaps get so lulled into a
comfort zone that they might think it

couldn't happen here. Our job is to say
that it does happen," and to ensure
that students are informed enough to
avoid situations that may lead to sexual assault.
Kassman warned that excess alcohol consumption and a lack of clear
communication are the two largest factors leading to sexual assault between
acquaintances. Two people can often
have difficulty expressing what they
do or do not want to happen, and too
"much alcohol can worsen this communications barrier.
"In almost all situations," Kassman
said, "alcohol is involved in some way.
It clouds jud gment." She believes that
students should be aware of the need
to clearly express" their desires about
their relationships with others, even
though it may be uncomfortable for
them to do so.
Colby's efforts to educate students
on sexual assault issues begin when
1
they arrive, as it is covered during
first-year orientation. This Monday
first-year students attended the SHOC
(Student Health On Campus) performance of skits on the topics of sexual
assault and general health issues.

Coughlin and Aldous get to
work on campaign promises
By KAITLIN McCAFFERTY

would really use," said Coughlin.
Diverisity is also high on the list for
Coughlin and Aldous this year. "I
She's blonde, ambitious, "and I hope to work with Bates and Bowdoin
actuall y enjoy going to meetings," said to organize another successful diversiJen n _ Coughlin '02, SGA President, ty conference. My hope is that this
Coughlin, along with Vice President year, although the location is rotating
Alex Aldous '02 are poised to begin the the Colby attendance will be high and
the Colby community will be invested
year.
Coughlin and Aldous, ran a suc- in its success," said Coughlin.
This year 's , SGA (Student
cessful campai gn last spring and were
elected to office in a close race. They Government Association) is commithave been on campus for over two ted to having communication with the
weeks and have been working over student bod y. Tliey are going fo conthe summer on projects, new ideas and tinue to have Monday lunches at Dana
where , Coughlin and Aldous will be
their goals for this year.
Coughlin said, "I want to enhance available to discuss important issues
the intellectual climate on campus with the student body. There will also
while maintaining a lively social be a pub ni ght where Coughlin will be
available to discuss any issue.
scene,"
"We really want communication
True to their p latform, Coughlin
between
the students and the student
and Aldous would like to work
leaders.
I
encourage everyone to stop
towards having a convenience store on
b
the
SGA
office during office hours
y
campus, running another successful
to
talk
to
Alex
nnd I or stop by the
Diversity Conference, and creating an
Dana
lunches
"
snid
Coughlin. "If you
,
individual phone mnilbojx for each stuhave
an
idea
or
concern
please be willdent on campus.
ing
to
express
it,
Alex
and
I arc reall y
Tlie convenience store is at the forereceptive
to
student
ideas
and conthe
adminfront of their denlings with
istration ri ght now. "Our first goal is cerns."
Aldous adds, "We want to further
the implementation of our platform/'
communication and cooperation
snid Aldous.
"It's going to be a bit of a challenge between the SGA and the students. In
because there was a convenience store addition, to our platform, wc are Interbefore nnd it flopped. I sense that the ested in everyday concerns that come
administration is wary of putting lip,"
Not only arc (hey willing to listen
money into something that didn't
to
student
concerns, but they are also
work before, but I think-that it la someworking
as
n team to see each side the
thing that the ' students want and
issues.
NEWS EDITOR

RYAN DAVIS/THE COlBY ECHO

¦
¦
¦
went. I didn't decide to ; go until two ' ¦¦ :¦ "It was awesome. I had so much . '05. ; ' . . ;.; . --_-/ ',:. .¦;, . . ; :.
year and now I have to figure out how
days before we left.. It was. pretty fun;,it was crazy. It was a great way to
"It was a really great year. I started . to follow it up next year!'' said
"
-meet people,^_saidj K n .rMacDj
wild," said BobbyTtedwood '05. ;'
t
Snald out uneasy because it was my first Burhnam.
c__

Sexual assault broehure updated
By GAVTNOJgBLEN

¦'— ' . ' -

"Alex and I are veiy excited about
working together this year. We see eye
to eye on . a lot of things, but we
approach situations differentl y, so we
are able to look at a problem from all
sides and work together toward the
best solution," said Coughlin.
"We work well -together as a team.
It is not a mailer of titles. We have
good communication and we are
going to get things done for the student body," said Aldous.
"The social chair (Mike Bergan '02),
the cultural chair (Kate Magnuson '02)
nnd commons leaders are a great
gfoup.and the hall presidents are really enthusiastic, They have really cre ative ideas nnd are willing to take
risks. I think that makes for a formidable group," snid Coughlin of her COSGA members,
"So far SGA is working well together... A lot of Work needs to be done, but
we have a great dynamic," snid
Aldous.
Coughlin is excited about being the'
SGA president thisyear. l"i enjoy working with students and speaking with
administrators. So far nothing seems
like work to me,"
"I feel like if you want to change
something, yon should step up nnd
take- opportunity to do so," said
Coughlin.
Coughlin will give the State of the
College address on Sept. 10 in Page
Common^s room with President
William D. "Bro" Adams. Both presidents will outli ne their goals nnd agendas for the year ahead.

Law targets Providence partiers
A law in Rhode Island targeting
"party houses" near the Providence
College campus went into effect July
1. In an attempt to curb loud, raucous gatherings near the college, the
law stipulates;that "there be 15 net
square feet of space available per
person at any residential structure
where people assemble for consumption of food or drink." The law
applies to every house in the city,
not just those belonging to students.
The typical off-campus apartment
rented to PC students is about"900
square feet, meaning the 60 people
could legally gather inside under
the new law. .
"The problem is they don't put
60 people in, they put 160 people in
those apartments," said state Rep.
John J. McCauley, a Providence
Democrat who sponsored the bill,
A first offonse is punishable by a
maximum fine of $500. Second and
third offenses would be punishable
by maximum fines of $1,000 and
$1,500, respectively.
. Utah State University expecting
birth of cloned cow in November
In 1992 in Logan, Utah, the animal science department at Utah
State University began researching
cloning. Now, nine years later, the
university and Dr. Kenneth White,
professor of reproductive biology in
the animal and veterinary science
department, are anxiously awaiting
the birth of a cloned cow in

Q$ tlX e _ ^
November.
The goal of the project is to identify production traits like milk and
better carcasses for leather.
* Dr. White explained that the cow
used , to create the clone was a
Holstein who produced more than
50,000 pounds of milk in a four to
five year period. The cow is currently in its third trimester at 180 days.
"She's a tremendous animal,"
White said.
TCU prof and soap writer fired
'.:__ _ .___i
aTter Emmy win
.On May 18th of this year, Texas
Christian University (TCU) RadioTV-Film
Associate* Professor
Richard Allen and twelve other
writers, on staff for CBS's daytime
series, "As the World Turns," were
awarded the Emmy.
Nonetheless, two weeks after the
award ceremony, Allen and three
other writers were fired. He said he
was not surprised because he set
himself up to be let go by pulling
back and only writing every other
week instead of every week.
Allen began his professional
writing career in 1986 and has been
teaching at TCU since 1993. When
he was writing and teaching simultaneousl y, Allen said he learned to
balance his time.
"TCU never had to worry about
me being busy with a show and the
show never had to worry about me
being at TCU," Allen said. " "It was
like having two wives. I was there
for.both of them and the other one

didn't even think about the other."
An article in the Fort-Worth StarTelegram ,/Was published about
Allen after he won the Emmy and
led Jewsweek.com to name him one
of "The 5P; Most Influential Jews in
America."
Arcadia University, to start the
year with its new identity
On Wednesday,September 6th of
this year, the institution of higher
learning formerly named Beaver
College, located jus t outside
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, will
start classes with its new identity as
Arcadia University.
Founded in 1853, Beaver College
had been so named for 148 years;
however, in recent years the college
has undergone numerous problems
with its name, as the word"beaver"
has a second; more "offensive "
meaning.
Subsequently, as prospective students searched the Internet for
Beaver College's website, they were
directed elsewhere. To remedy the
problem, the college assembled a
committee to find an alternative
name. Arcadia, the winner, was a
p lace of great intellect and culture in
ancient Greece.
The institution also welcomes its
newl y
acclaimed
status
of
University, for which it has been eligible for some time.
Comp iled by Liz Bovize nnd Ry an
Davis
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RENOVAT I^

m "We've had some offers, from structed as a regular field and was,
people who want to sleep in our therefore, due for refurbishment.
bathroom,"
said
Raphael. The dirt was old and did not take
"Seriously ?
well to all the action of a game; secondly, all the water from rain and,
even more so, snowmelt . that was
• The Spa: v
•Tn response to student requests compounded on Mayflower Hill
for more "hang-out" space, college was flooding the field, so that the
money was used to buy several baseball team would have to hold
pieces of furniture for the down- spring training practices and even
stairs portion of the Spa. Now, sev- some games at alternative locations.
eral lounge chairs and sofas surRichard L. Whitmore Offices
round a series of small coffee tables.
iLittle has changed upstairs;one pool and Lockers:
When Director of Athletics,
[table was removed and a table and
to
of
were
added
corner
Richard
L. Whitmore, obtained his
^chairs
a
the
¦
'
'
.
.
500th
win
- the "Whitmore 500" •, . .;
Jroom. ' . '.,
[' According to Spa Manager many of his basketball alumnae
Sterling Hartin, "at this point it is wanted to recognize ' him as an
hard to predict the success of the exceptional coach. As a subsequent
jchanges, since there haven't "--been gift to the college, they funded the
building of two new locker rooms
;many people in here yet." ,
and seven new offices in honor of
their former coach.
The Classrooms:
The locker rooms, each sporting
;. .. Miller 14, Lovejoy 318, Keyes 102
•arid Arey 110 have all undergone face-to-face wood lockers and a sepr-'Structural changes. Because"these arate state-of-the-art shower facility,
'four rooms are all of dissimilar will be used mainly for basketball Wuctures, M,urphy is calling-them one for men, one for women .-' how'"test classrqoms.v'*'Tee'dback from ever, it is unlikely that they will be
Students and faculty about' the suc- restricted to basketball forever. The .
cess of these rooms will guide future offices, all in-a-row, properly over'.renovations for all the classrooms look the basketball court.
!(except Olin) on campus. Miller 14
.. Commenting briefly, Whitmore
Jnow has several large rectangular expressed his pleasure with the new
'.tables turned into a rectangle shape facilities> saying "they're very nice." .
las-opposed to the tablet armchairs,
Other smaller projects include re;which are in Keyes 102 to enable
,more effeefivl^classroom discus- roofing the President's house and
Runnals, renovation to the lab room,
'sions.
i
Arey 110, upgrading of electrical
; Baseball Field:
transformers to prevent power outi /
•
; According to Murphy, there were ages, the expansion of the Williams
two main problems- with-the base- ¦faculty apartment, improvements to
¦ball- field: first, it was never con- a more energy-efficient hot water

PHOTOS BY RYAN DAVIS/ COLBY ECHO

(Upper left) Cobiirn's renovations include changes to the
layout (above) The Spa is
equwed with new'furniture.
(ri ght) The new Baseball field.

system called "on-demand," where
all the water is instantly heated
when the shower is -turned on,
rebuilding the library steps, and
modifications to the Eustis building.
Beginning with Mary Low next
summer, the College will continue
its mission to essentially renovate
everything.
Editor in Chief Ryan Davis also contributed to- this story.
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Babylon headline
Loudness 2001

By B_ATE RUSSa

Bergan '02 explaiiied that,
"Loudness' is a free weekend and I
'
A&E EDITOR
•
didn't feel I should spend a large
¦
.,. . • The Philadelphia-based band, portion of the social bud get on a
? Princes of Babylon, will be the weekerid that we can't profit from
headlining act at Loudness this ticket sales."
Though some may be .-disapweekend. Princes of Babylon,
quickly- making a name for itself, pointed that OAR is^riot playing,
is known for its eclectic music Bergan says, "I have heard a. few
style. Their music is described to tracks from the Princes*-of Babylon
be a mix of hip-hop, funk, jazz, and I am excited for tlfiem to play.
blues and reggae, a style they call, They should , be a~-_[eally good
'.;. ¦ ' ¦' ¦¦
band."
i
? 'philadelphonic."
However, Princes cif Babylon is
The group has played with
such well-known acts as Macy not the only Loudness!-event - to
Gray, Cypress Hill, G Love lind* look forward to. The : Eyahsons, a
Special Sauce, and Wyclef Jean. group of hypnotists, 1 will also be
And the band is currently work- doing . a show in ., the Page
ing on their third, much anticipat- Commons Room tha<£ same night.
ed CD. For more information and Their show begins at 9:30pm.
Also on Saturday, weather per-'
^ p hotographs of the. band go to
nutting,
there will be a party on
*www-princesofbabylon.com.
Frat
Row
with DJ Torn Jack.
The band will be playing at the
Mike
Bergan
also ' explained
shell om Saturday night at
that
"Friday
ni
ht
g vyill be mostly
6:00pm.
dance
music
with
DJ Zack Gazza
Fans of POB say thaTtheyplay
s,
and
Saturday
'
rrmsic
will be
for mostly college crowds, and the
mainly
And
for
those
hip-hop."
combination of the drum set and
who"want
to
test
their
own
musi#bongo drums makes the music cal skills, there will also be
vf r y danceable. *,
[ The band' OAR was originally karaoke in the .spa at 4:00-on
scheduled to play this fall's Friday.
"Cbudness! But Social Chair Mike

. ,

*

'

.
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Ptincgs of.Bab ylon will be preforming Saturday at 6:00 pm.

Colby Mu seum recieves
renovations, s^ulptumdonation
¦
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By GAVIN O'BRIEN

9/6- SGA Films;
Lovejoy 10& ~
7:00-11:30

FEATURES EDITOR

The construction of the
Crawford Studio Art Building is
the most obvious improvement to
the Bixler Art and Music Center
that occurred over the summer.
The art museum has had several
alterations as well, however, and

9/ 7 - S P B
Loudness KickOff: Page
Commons
Room ~ Cotter
Union $00-1 1:00
SGA Films:
Lovej oy 100
^^ 11^:^} '^

THE ARITIST SOL
LEWITT HAS
OFFERED TO CONSTRUCT A DONATE A
CUSTOM SCULPTURE
FOR THE COLBY ART
MUSEUM. IT WOULD
CONSIST OF SEVEN
OVERLAPPING 1&' X
12' PANELS OF
CEMENT BLOCK.
has begun to plan for the proposed
installation of a new outdoor
sculpture.
Visitors to the museum may
notice a few changes made to the
lobby and surrounding area! The
sales desk has been reduced in size
to give the lobby "a cleaner look, to
make it more open/' according to
museum director Hugh Gourley,
and ' the doors leading into the
museum galleries have been
replaced. .
The artist Sol LeWitt has offered
to construct and donate a custom
sculpture for the Colby art .museum. It would consist of seven overlapping T2"xl2" panels of cement
block/ with the length of the entire
sculpture being about six to eight
feet. The art museum's Board of
Governors has already accepted
the gift, though its placement is
being studied and " the sculpture
still awaits final approval by the
college's Board of Trustees.
This- Friday, architect Frederick
Fisher will be on campus to examine possible sites for the sculpture.'
Fishef~Ts~"also the designer of the
Lunder Wing of the museum and
the new Crawford Studio Art
Building. Colby has contracted
with the Boston architectural firm
of Shepley Bulfinch Richardson

^^^^^
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A model of LeWitt's donated sculpture.
and Abbott to assist with campus
p lanning, and the firm will be
making additional **ecommendations for the placement of the
LeWitt sculpture. One possible
location is between the art museum's Schupf Wing and the nearby
football'field. In October the proposal will be submitted to Colby's
trustees for final approval: Though
there is no date currently set for the
installation, Gourley.said that "we
would like to have it built as soon
as possible."
Sol LeWitt's "Variations of
Incomplete , Open Cubes" . was

recently exhibited at ihe Colby
Museum of Art, and he is also
responsible for the wall painting
located in , the museum lobby.
LeWitt's other concrete block structures have appeared at the
National Gallery of Art - in
Washington, —D..C, as well as
throughout Europe-arid Asia, ,
The structure-he bias donated to
the college "was not an existing
piece of sculpture," says GoUTley,
"it was made specificall y for
Colby."

Crawford Art: Studio ready for fall semester
By KkTE RUSSO

? A&E EDITOR
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After a year of constriiction, the
Crawfrj rd Art Studio will open for
classes this fall* The addition that
has been 'wagej ly, aty-aited by drt
students and facvdty/ should not
¦
leave anything to be d^siredi '¦ ':¦' *
The new Cravtrford studio has
*bw.o ,f]p,p,rs. The first floor Is the
new sculpture studio. It is one
massive room; set up with ftibles
and plenty of elbowroom. The
room gives students few limitations on .how large they would like
to create. '*"
The second floor of i the
, Crawford Art Studio is, the painting studio, which -is a large
improvement from the ', former
painting studio off the museum
lobby. The new studio is much
bigger and has more open space. It
has plenty of room for safe.stor, age, with the large painting racks
4 set against the, 'high walls. This
'
Creates more floor space for students to spread out easels and canvases.
When asked how these new
renovations will impact' the art
department , Patricia „ Murp hy,
director of the Physical Plant said,
"better facilities is the objective,
mdj re so' than accommodating
more students. There .is clearly a
lot more room,"
rjossibly the most significant
advantage of the new studio is the
amount of light it receives , The
studio is engulfed on three sides
with enormous windows, which
let in large amounts of light
throughout the day.
The Crawford Art Studio was
ju st one of two p hases planned for
the renovation of Bixler this past
year, The second phase was the
museum lobby and studios off uSe
\
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7:00-11:30
SPB Psychic
Show with The
Evansons: Page
Commons
Room, Cotter
Union 9:00-11:00
9/9- Faculty
Recitak lorimer
Chapel 3fi0 ^
9/ 10Math/Music
Colliquium:
e/xfer, 154 4:006:00
9/ 12- Film
Series: Lovejoy,
215 7:00-9:30
Film Society
Movies: Arey,
005 7:00-9:30

9/ 13- SGA Films:
Lovejoy 100
7:00-11:30
.

Tlie exterior of the new.' Crawford Art Studio.
lobby. The studio directl y off the
lobby wh ich was originally the
painting fi.iudio / has been cleaned
up and rci modeled to become- the
drawing i?md foundations studio.
Formerly, these classes took place
on the thiird floor of Bixler in a
small space with very little , light.
Just of'if of the drawing studio,
three offices havo been created for
studio art; professors. These offices
allow rncjire space and privacy for
pr6fes9"6irf)r n

,* .

' :!.

,
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Below the new drawing and
foundations studio is the new
p hotograp hic laboratory. This
area is currently still under construction, but if too is meant to
create more space and better facilities for photo students.
Another small addition to
Bixler is a wheelchair ramp, which
points back toward the parking
lot. "This-Was done in attempt to
make ,„ Colby more wheelchair
accessible," Patricia Murp hy

-'^
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explained.
Trustees, individuall y.
"The renovations to Bixler have
The Arts and Music Library
been in the making now for and the Schupf and Lunder wings
approximatel y 15,years," explains of the museum were projects
Vice
President of
College approved before the new studio.
Relations, Randol p h Helm. All of
Once the Board approved the
the renovations and additions new-SU'dio it was funded primardesired by the Faculty and Staff in il y by Jim and Linda Crawford,
Bixler could not be done nf' once. '64. Trustee Peter Lunder '56, who
To get everything done the cpllege also raised money for the renovahad to breakdown the Bixler pro- tions to the muflcuin lobby, raised
j ect into stages and get each of additional funds.
them apprpved by the Board of

9/ 14- SGA Films:
Lovejoy 100
7:00-11:30

Tiny Glover and Kassman
Allen's mde
headline COOT coimedy show
Scorpion'' an
unfunny misfire
By KATERUSSO

used to be Allen's high stan^^y i^^^QP ^O^y ^-what
dards. It is not . funny enough to
STAFF .WRITER

- -V; ' ;-

_,., Woody Allen is back in the sad,dle, this time delivering up a simple
^remedy chock-o-block full of oneliners "and standard " Woody neuroses. ' "The Curse of the Jade
.Scorpion," Allen's newest film, is set
.in 1940's New York City and is best
.described as a cross between Allen's
.. Small Time Crooks" and "Bullets
,pver Broadway," although it is less
'¦' ,memorable than either one.
.
"Scorpion" concerns the advenpares of an old-fashioned but
.rionetheless likable insurance investigator, C.W. Briggs, (Allen) who
feels threatened by the arrival of
"efficiency expert" Betty Ann
Fitzgerald (Helen Hunt).
Briggs enjoys chasing skirts and,
well, chasing skirts. Fitzgerald
-embodies the no-nonsense working
Woman reminiscent of Rosie the
Riyeter.- Locking horns constantly,
the two appear destined for disaster
until a nightclub hypnotist (David
bdgen Stiers) reveals love and desire
bidden beneath their outward hostility towards one another.
¦ ' ¦¦ All returns to normal after the
show, until we learn the hypnotist
has .another agenda in mind: using
Allen and Hunt's post-hypnotic state
as a-tool for stealing jewels from the
' - . '¦ - . " . local aristocracy.
_ As interesting as the p lot may
sound, this film fails to live lip'to

make a good comedy,and definitely
not serious enough to be a decent
dramatic piece. If s too low-brow to
be taken seriously, but too highbrow to fit in with today's brainless
comedies featuLfing the recent cast of
"Saturday Night Live."
Allen has always been fond of
period pieces, but unfortunately,
"Scorpion" doesn't work well that
way either. Apart from good ..costumes and the . occasional decent,
one-liner, the film is slow, mundane,
and dreadfully boring. The same
dialogue gets said over and over
again, and even with the help of a
great ensemble cast, the film just
can't seem to keep the audience's
attention. Another thing that should
keep audiences at bay is the AllenHunt romance. At 66, Woody really
~
is tpo oId to be believable as a
romantic lead. We are also supposed
to believe youthfulGharlize Theron
wants to get C.WJn the sack.
It hurts "to -say this, but I think
Woody might have run out of material. "Small TimeCrooks" was decent,
but just barely. - 'Scorpion" has
unfortunately crossed , the line and
has entered the category labeled
"Not Worth Seeing." Apart from
Woody Allen diehafds, I just don't
think people are going to bother
turning out for this one - and I really
can't blame them.

inform Glover that "there are no
Sceanajiv Vermont." Baffled by this
A&E EDITOR; .
;.,.
comment/- Glover continued to tease
her
throughout the^how. r
On Saturday evening,/ after
^
Kassman
was a good sport about it
COOTers returned from the wilderness they were treated to a night of all and late in the show she said, "You
comedy.The Colby Eight, Colby's old- and I should go on the road. We could
',
est acapella group,;kicked off the night be an act."
In the beginning, Dean Kassman
wim their lovely harmonies and zany
stage presence, they taught the class of was reluctant to tell the comedian her
2005 the Colby alma mater. In. 'addi- last name fearing he would mock her.
she said, "you see,
tion, '"they set the standard for the "Let me explain^
show with their clever cue card act, in there's an 'assman' fit, there!"
But Tiny's act wasn't completely
which the words to the alma mater
were replaced by such comments as spent on mocking his audience; he
"Galileo's DaUghter...Yeah, we didn't entertained the crowd withhis stories
"
as
well.
He
read it either."
explained that he
After the Eight,
spends a lbt of
comedian Tiny
time touring colGlover took the
leges doing comes t a g e .
dy ' routines in
Immediately,Tiny
places as far away
began to work off
as Vancouver. "I
the audience. 'He
lost a nipple in
Jcept this .dynamic
Vancouver", he
throughout ¦ _ . the
said. "It was so
show as he teased
cold."
and. mocked , the
He also spoke
students. By the
about how he just
end of the show Titty's routine had
v
started snowboarding. "A snowboard
become interactive.
Tiny had a quick and witty is skateboard without wheels," he
response to whatever cornments the said "Now, I'm a city, kid, and when
students made through out. A student We take the wheels off of something
shouted "Straight up!" and Tiny we leave'it ,there." Since the audience
replied, "Y6u see a black man and you was made up largely of skiers and
Snowbioarders, this joke sent the stu' .' start talking black."
But for as much as he mocked the dents howling,
But the act had its low points as
students, he mocked himself as well.
well.
Tiny's impressions were weak
"I know what you all are thinkinVhey,
compared
to the rest of his show. The
isn't he the chef from 'South Eark,'" he
impressions
were "sequels" to previcracked about himself and Tiaa ^he
ous
jokes
he
had made. It seemed to
audience in stitches.
's
be-*Tiny
fall
back to mock his own
A few minutes later'he suggested
appearance,
such
as his impression of
that Colby invest in a new stage for
himself
taking
a
shower.
the Page Commons Room. "You've
His fatal mistake was making the
got my fat ass on a Ping-Pong table,"
audience
anticipate his impressions,
he said.
'
which
took
him about five minutes to
A high point in Titty's routine was
do.!
by the laughter, they were
Judging
the dynamic he had with Dean of
not
worth
the
wait.
Students, Janice Kassman. I . all start¦ Towards the end of the show,
ed when the state of Vermont was
brought up, and Kassman decided to Tiny's jokes about his own children

.. "¦ ' ' .
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Comedian Tiny Glover makes f aces at the CQOTers.
seemed to make tlie audience uncomfortable. Tales of -his son's private
parts and an eggbeater had students
squirming in their iseats.
Aside from the weak epding, the

:. " *;¦

show was a light-hearted escape from
a very stressful time for first year students. Tiny left the audience with a
feeling that; sometimes it is easiest to
laugh at ourselves.¦ ;

Suinuiexof sequels delivers mixed results

Wood y Allen and Helen Hunt in the not-so-funny "Jade Scorpion."
The Mummy Returns

Metric Motors, Inc.]

By E. DREW McKECHNIE
ASSISTANT LAYOUT EDITOR
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Rush Hour 2
"DR2" was not hilarious -but it
was amusing, and not as vul gar as
the first movie, maintaining its
p lace in the family comedy genre.

Macy and Tda Leoni. At only 95
minutes long, the p lot is kept at a
brisk pace and the special effects
-are-agajn seamlessly perfect. ' ' ¦* '
Haying visited Hong Kong, 1
was anxious to see how Chris
Tucker would reflect the culture
shock in his acting -alongside
Jackie Chan in "Rush Hour .2,"
Several of the one-liners from the
first movie are repeated in "RH2,"
Jurassic Park III
now said by the other member of
Adding jokes about bodil y flu- the duo, and cultural remarks are
ids and other^sexual innuendos to
horror -classic? faile d miserabl y in
the Wayans' "Sca ry Movie 2."
After seeing the'-1 '.first film , my
expectations weren 't very high to
begin with, but even the trailers
(usually the funnies it parts of notfunny movies) suggested things
were going to be pretty weak. I
think I can get my point across
without even commenting on the
level of writing arid acting displayed.
American Pie 2
Taking over where Spielberg
left off , new director' Joe Johnston
made tastefully.
continues the somewhat tired
Chan and Tucker maintain their
"dinosaur-gene tics-gone-terribl ycomedic
chemistry present in the
Park
with
Jurassic
trilogy,
wrong"
III. Author Michael Crichton is first movie, and the action scenes
still a main consultan t on the writ- along with the outtakes were
ing of the film , and a strong castjis again some of'the best parts.
As hi gh school students headed
created when Sam Neill from
"JP1" is flanked b y William H. back to band camp this August Jim, Stifler, Oz and Finch move
into a beach house for their first
summer back from college in
"American Pie 2." Even though I
could usually predict what lewd
event was about to come next,
how far things went still managed
to catch me by surprise.
"Pie 2" included several j of the
minor characters from the first
movie (including the M.I.L.F.
guys), and even gave a larger rolp
to Stiflcr 's little brother. It was by
far my favorite sequel of the summer.

PmSlfavT373.' II iTTgtfiBain
We have hundreds ot great ways to take
the comforts of home to college ;

24 oz. cans

Keystone Ice .
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From the very first week of
June, the box offices let us know
this would be a summer of continuity in film - whether we asked
for it or not.' Some.,of the . .n urnerous sequels cluttering the multip lex this summer introduced new
writers, new directors;--and even
new characters. Others merely
offered more of the same.
The warm months began with
"The Mummy Returns;" a sequel
to I999's hit 'The Mummy," starring Encino Man Brendan Fraser,
and , introducing
The Rock
(Dwayne Johnson)
as The
Scorp ion King.
Set in 1933, ten years after the
first film, the mummified body of

Imhotep resting in a British museum awakens and walks the earth
once again in an attempt to fulfill
his quest for immortality.'
The special effects definitely.,
consumed more of the---bu"r_ getthan did the writing, and I feel'the
character development and p lot
progression were not up to par.
With new director Steve Carr III
(Next Friday ) at the helm, "Dr.
Dolittle 2" succeeds where "The
Mummy Returns" failed. Eddie
Murph y 's character remains the
major focus of the film, but we pre
shown more of the relationships
within his family, and Murphy is
ho longer upstaged b y the talkipg
animals.
U
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Uncommon
Sense
Emma
McCandless
I would like to begin by introducing myself as the new Opinions
Editor of the Colby Echo. I'm looking forward to sharing my opinions
with you, the Colby community, on
a weekly basis, and I'm looking forward-to hearing all of your opinions
as well. That said, I feel it is my duty
to make a confession here and now.
I don't complain. *
Okay, maybe I complain, a little.
But not in,writing. In fact, I general-

¦

.

''

The Vast
Wasteland
Ryan Davis
Let me say two things at the
outset. One, I don't necessarily
describe myself as being liberal or
conservative,
Democrat
or
Republican. I would call myself an
independent, mough I am aware it
may seem that I'm trying to have it
both ways.
Two, I want to say that I really
admire the amorphous, fairly
small, not-formally-defined group
of students that I will call, for lack
of a better term, the Colby Left.
These would be the people who
subscribe to the "activists" listserv,
attend the "in" political protests
(Quebec City, Bush's inauguration
etc.), write a weekly column for the
Echo with the word "devils".iii the
title and so on.
I think if s great that people feel
so strongly about various issues
that they want to get, involved to
such an extent. And I agree with
them about a lot of things. Quite
honestly, keep up the good work,
guys. ¦ ¦ ¦ . ' .. .
What I most certainly do not
agree with, however, is the tendency among some of these people to
treat anyone who does not agree
with their views as being bigoted,
sexist, ignorant, misinformed or
otherwise ' not worth listening to.
Like it or not, there are two sides to
every issue, and just because someone disagrees with you doesn't
necessarily mean that they're
wrong. '
Hopefully, the Colby Left will
realize sometime soon that repeatedly lashing out at the opposition
is entirely counterproductive. It
will serve only to alienate students
from the causes the Left hopes to
promote, and to galvanize the conservative minority by making it
easy to characterize the Left as
closed-minded people who can tolerate no viewpoint other than their
own.
Ultimately, more and more stu
dents, even those with a liberal
bent, will begin to feel isolated
from the core of the Left, no matter
how much they may agree with
them.
This issue became crystal clear
for me during this past spring's
lecture by conservative speaker
Dinesh D'Souza. Personally, I
thought a lot of what D'Souza had

¦
¦- ¦
. .

As unfortunate asif is for Colby students, the Colby Bookstore made
the right decision when it decided to stop selling computers to students
this year. The bookstore was losing money both on the sale and the servicing of computers.
Although the bookstore clearly made the right decision to stop selling computers, we are pleased to see that there still will be service available for students who bought their computers from Colby. The computer depot in the basement of Eustis may be less convenient for students
but at least it will available when need(g&
We would also, like to encourage the •bookstore to cbntiniie_JoJsell
computer supplies and components. Although it is true that students
have been buying their computers from other retailers, they still get on
campus and need printer cables or Ethernet cards or Zip drives and
disks. We would hope the bookstore would still carry such items along
with blank disks, computer paper, ink cartridges and the like.
.. The Colby Bookstorej s an important resource on campus for all sorts
pf items, and although computers will no longer be a part of the store,
we are pleased to see other sections of the bookstore expand and offer
Colby students an even wider range of books and Colby apparel.

Taking the summer
off with Dubya
Ward's
Words
Geoff Ward

:

Well, we've all returned from
our three-month vacations to start
yet another year here at Colby, or,
excuse me, to start our Colby
careers. Maybe it's just me, but it's
hard to believe that I was reall y
just on a vacation for that long. It
didn't really seem like it. I worked
the entire summer and the last
time I checked, no one else in the
known world defi nes vacations
as: "a time period in whiefr- you
work 40 hours a week." Thafs
definitely not what it says in the
dictionary.
I got to thinking about , this
whole vacation thing because I
can remember a time when I was
my little, brother 's age and summer lasted forever and then some.
Work was a vague and distant
¦r|

tj f
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concept, and time was much better spent running arouncT the
neighborhood, or going swimming, or riding bikes, or having
those adventures that only little
kids can have.
Call me crazy but I miss those
summers, and I Found myself
more than once these past few
months wishing I could hang out
with my 10 year-old brother and
his friends rather than go to work.
There are a number of adults
who share my sentiments, and one
of them actuall y decided "ttr live
such a dream this summer. He is,
of course, our President.
For those of you who missed it,
President Bush tpok a month long
summer vacation at his ranch in
Texas, By his definition it was a
"working vacation" (which is an
oxymoron, especially in Bush's
case) and he claimed the White
House had been transported to
Texas and that he was still receiv-

See VACATION
continued on page 8
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The fact of the matter is, I'm an
optimist. I really like Colby, and I
loye being back. The beginning of
the new school year is one of my
favorite times, so I try to enjoy it,
even when things aren't going quite
right.
¦ " '¦
'¦¦'
.; . ": . A |
Ale*.
.
/ r1- For instance, my room may be
But I don't. I don't trunk it's nW^\fsmall, but I think if s cute. I had a lot
essary. I mean, sure, I could use this THrfun unpacking and decorating it,
column to carp about how my room and if s really starting to feel like
isn't much bigger than a walk-in home. And my books may have
closet, or that I've just spent a ridicu- been grossly^expensive, but they
lous amount of money onbooks that actually look pretty interesting (well,
the bookstore will buy back from me most of them, anyway). All in all,
in December for a grand total of I'm quite excited about the start of
about ten dollars^ But what good the new school year.
I simply don't understand what
would it do? It would just make me
more frustrated, and it would proba- there is to get so upset over at Colby.
We live on a beautiful campus, eat
bly annoy everyone else, too.
ly don't complain in public at all. I
just whine to my friends on occasionrr"~7~"""":- -¦-- .... . . . ¦ .:._ ,
I felt tKe need to make this confession in light of the fact that, after a
year at Colby, I've gotten the feeling
that Colby students like to grumble.

Colby's outspoken Left needs a lesso

Bookstore decision is understood
¦

_ ___
i: ;_ . _ !

_^;,__ _

What's so bad about Colby?

The decision to restrict access to the Alfond Apartment Complex is
unfortunate, but necessary. The student body *was given a chance to
improve their behavior in the Apartments, but the problem worsened
and the only decision left was to limit card access to seniors.
It is unfortunate that the decision had to be made, but it was the only
isolation left. After a trial where underclassmen were allowed limited
access to the complex, the problem only worsened. The next obvious
step was for underclassmen to have no card access.
Dorm damage was a topic of much conversation last semester. Last
semester, the Alfond council, composed of one member of each apartment, voted unanimously to restrict access after their first semester
dorm damage bills were so high. The very people who were hosting the
parties that drew the crowds did hot want the throngs of people anymore. It was a decision made by the entire complex and supported by
the Deans and security.
The dorm damage in the apartments includes missing wall prints,
discharged fire extinguishers, broken windows, missing lounge furniture/ broken exit signs, holes in the walls, and cigarette burns in the carpets and on the staircases. The list goes on and on. Many of these are
unintentional, such as the cigarette burns, but discharging a fire extinguisher and stealing wall prints are deliberate acts of vandalism.
Colby is a place where the students are usually respectful of one
another and their professors. That respect should include the respect of
bur surroundings. The lack of respect for the dorms on campus is disturbing. No one would steal a painting from the entry way in their
house or their friends' house. It is no different to be stealing furniture
and paintings from the college.
The Alfond complex is a beautiful addition to Colby. Not many other
colleges give seniors the opportunity to have apartmervts on campus.
^biggeTand
tlw^artie^a-e
Unfortunately, because they are apartrh^htsT
the dorm damage is more substantial. Instead of seeing the apartment
complex as a place to go andfihd a party, if shoulcLbe seen as a Unique
opportunity', not as a place to go and trash if one is bored.
Although the decision to limit access is inconvenient, it is a good
decision. Maybe after the Alfond complex is a place that is respected,
admittance will be possible again. Until then, call friends from the call
box to gain access to Alfond arid learn to respect Colby not just as an
amazing community,but also as an amazing campus. \
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to say was interesting and even
valid, and that a lot of it was offthe-wall crazy, but what I thought
about his talk is somewhat beside
the point.
The Colby Left took the lecture
as an opportunity to make themselves even more visible than they
already were, and their behavior
during the talk bordered on ridiculous. Rather than sitting and listening to what D'Souza had to say and
disagreeing with it, there was constant booing, jeering, talking over
the lecture and more. During the
question-and-answer period, the.re
was a lot more yelling, accusing
and crying than discussing.
Before the lecture started, several students, fresh from putting up
posters claiming that D'Souza had
no right to be speaking here, loudly encouraged their classmates to
sit in the front row seats by any
means necessary. Those sqats had
been reserved for members of the
Colby Republicans, who helped
bring D'Souza to Colby.
In a word> trying to sit somewhere just because you were tolcL_
you couldn't is childish. The Left
didn't need to be in the front row
to make its point. The whole seating episode was little more than an
exercise in self-congratulatory posturing. The situation got to the
point where Dean Kassman had to

JJKE IT OR NOT,
THERE ARE TWO
SIDES TO EVERY
ISSUE, AND JUST
BECAUSE SOMEONE
DISAGREES WITH YOU
DOESN'T MEAN THAT
THEY'RE WRONG.
lie down across several seats so
that the people- who had reserved
them could actually sit there.
I could go on and on about that
evening, but if s both water under
the bridge and a rather extreme
case. D'Souza makes his money
grating on left-wing college students. The important thing is that
the lecture generated discussion
and debate on campus the likes of
which Colby has rarely seen. And
thafs a good thing.
For too long,' lectures and other
events at this school have played
right into the hands of those who
can't stand to have their beliefs
challenged. We need a lot more of
the kinds of discussions the
D'Souza lecture generated on this

ft .,_.i _ >.iiili
lil hViii_ i^»..i....|
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campus. —.
Wnen you disagree with some
thing as vehemently. as sortie dis

EXPANDED RACIAL,
ETHNIC, AND GEOGRAPHIC DIVERSITY
CAN BE A GREAT
THING, BUT NOT IF IT
COMES AT THE
EXPENSE OF A
DIVERSITY OF IDEAS
AND VIEWPOINTS —"
agreed with D'Souza, it forces you
to reexamine your own beliefs;
which can either strengthen them
or take them into a new direction.
Either way, you are challenged
intellectually and end up learning
more about yourself, both of which
are essential parts of the college
¦
experience.
Diversity has been ,the buzzword of the past few years at
Colby,and there is, of course, nothing wrong with that. Expanded
racial, ethnic and geographic
diversity can be a great thing for
the school, but not if it comes at the
expense of a diversity of ideas and
viewpoints.
. The majority of students here, it
should come as no surprise, are
fairly liberal. How many students
do you know who identify themselves as Democrats or liberals?
How many as Republicans or conservatives? I rest my case,"
I wish the two ends of the political spectrum were more equally
represented here, but I realize that
probably won't happen due to
whatever socioeconomic determinants figure into the makeup of a
liberal arts college's student body.
All I can hope for is that people
will respect each other's views a lot
more in the future thaiTthey do
now.
All this is not to say that the
small number of conservative students at Colby are immune from
any of the above criticism. If s just
that when they behave the same
way in attacking liberal points of
view; it's less obvious because
there are so few of them,
The Colby Left talks, and rightly so in some cases, about racial
minorities being oppressed' and
shortchanged by the white majority. However, on campus, they
either, don't see or don't care that
they are doing the same thing to
the political minority.

three wonderful meals a day, take
classes from great, personable professors, and are generally pretty
much spoiled rotten. I, for one,
refuse to whine.
I'm aware that this little manifesto could very well brand me a
geek, a 'nerd, or just an extreme idealist. But thafs okay with me. I like
to look on the bright side of things.
Maybe if s because I got a bit too
much of "The Care Bears" and
"Rainbow Brite" as a child.
Anyway, thafs my confession. If
you don't like it, feel free to complain. ^~~
¦
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Emma McCandless is the Echo
Opinions Editor.

They give tacit approval to a
college schedule, course catalogue
and student body stacked almost
exclusively with events and people
they can listen to, smile, nod, agree
with wholeheartedly; and not feeL
challenged at all. That is no way to
grow intellectually.
So here's a memo to students of
all ' political persuasions. The next
time you're having a conversation
with someone at a lecture, in class
or in _ie dining hall, and the topic
turns to politics, restrain yourself.
If the other person says something
diametrically opposed to your own
point of view (naturally, I'm
excluding hate speech, personal
attacks and other" obviously unacceptable behavior), don't blow, up
at them, call them names, and J or
storm off and ignore them forever
after.
Understand that their viewpoint is just as valid to them as
yours is to you. If you are able to
have a reasoned conversations
with people you disagree with, you
may be able to change their rrunds,
learn to. think of things in a new
way, or else find your own"beliefs
stronger. Either way,you'll be better off.
I'll admit that I don'F always
practice what I preach. But I really
fry. I do my best to be civil to those
I disagree with. And whenever I
open up a newspaper to the opinions section, I scan for columns on
topics most opposed to my own
views, which always make. Jor
interesting and stimulating reading. Free speech has to apply to
everyone, especially -1 would say
essentially - to the people I disagree with most of all.
That said, I think the Echo can
be a good place for this increased
level of political discourse to begin.
Provided what I've said in this
space hasn't upset you to the point
where you never want to be associated with'the Echo (in which case
you would be proving my point),
keep in mind that this paper
belongs to all of you, not just to
those whose names you see in print
week after week.
If you want to write a column,
letter or article and have it appear
in the paper, no matter what your
political point of view, you're more
than welcome to. All you have to
do Is type it up and email it to
echo@colby.edu. Here's hoping for
a lively, if less hostile, year of political discourse.
Ryan Davis is the Edito r in Chief
of the Echo .'
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^The Simpsons'' as TV savior aud nic^

By NOAH CHARNEY

acters. These-~"low ' moments are
from
Italian
-clipped
often
STAFF WRITER
Commedia routines, arld^involved
. - . ' . , Network television today is characters of lower social standing,
banal, repetitive, and base. It^e-7 who would appeal to their social
sumes a laziness, lack of imagina- counterparts in the audience.
Low
characters
who
have
tiqnr-and-negligiplerattention-span
on the part of the American pehple. become legendary and loved
"A
Bottom
from
which is insulting, but even more include
Midsummer
Night's
Dream,"
frightening if their assumptions are
true. In the midst of a sea of humor- Dogberry from "Much Ado About
less, unintelligent programming, Nothing," and Touchstone in "As
"The Simpsons" shines luminescent. You Like It."
They_
to whom
are
lowly
people
"The Simpsons" is the closest
are
acted
things
happen.
upon,
They
that American mass media programdp
not
bring
about
events
of
they
ming comes to Shakespeare. It is one
salvaimport
themselves.
find
They
of the few programs which has sustained a level a quality since its tion and misfortune through luck
inception Turn on any episode, and and clumsiness. They are convinced
you can be assured of laughs and of their own savvy, power, and gendiverting entertainment that does tility, but it is clear to the audience
not insult one's intelligence. This lat- that they are without these, traits.
They are inept and lovable buffoons.
ter trait iS'the most impressive.
They are Homer Simpson.
-,-u .The trait that Shakespeare and
The high humor is what sepa"The Simpsons" share is the unifica"The Simpsons" from the chaff.
rates
tion of both high and low humor,
Like
the
most brilliant of'the Looney
within one production. Shakespeare
'"The" Simpsons" is
Tunes
cartoons,
wrote for an intellectual audience,
^
art historical, and
ripe
with
literary,
those who would recognize referfilm
references.
These
references are
ences to world history and literaand greatly
there
for
the
recognition,
ture, and who would grasp best the
add
to
the
enjoyment
if
they
are recpsychological relationships of charbrilliance
of
the
show
ognized.
The
acters.
it
is
still
a
pleasure
is
in
the
fact
that
But The Bard also fills his plays
with a refreshing low humor, usual- to watch, even if the references are
ly supplied by supplementary char- ignored. Their presence respects the

intelligence of the viewer, but does
not rely on it-certainly the best
approach for- a show which is broadcast around the world, to viewers
from all walks of life.
While""The Simpsons" began
with Bart as the main character, the
siiow quickly shifted its focus to
Homer. A legitimate question is,
why should the viewer like Homer
so well? Like Arthur Miller 's
descriptive nomenclature for his
character, Willy Lb-man, in "Death
of a Salesman," even the name,
Simp-son, tells volumes about
Homer's personality. ' '
Like Archie Bunker, from the
show "AH In The Family," Homer is
bigoted, racist, sexist; overweight,
unkempt, lazy, self-righteous, politically incorrect, helpless, child^-likc,
and violently ignorant, .Of course
hone of this matters. He is a truly
lovable character, with whom viewers sympathize. If is frightening,
^
but possible, thought that viewers
sympathize with Homer because of
traits of his" which Americans feel
that they share.
But it is more likely that we
derive a satisfaction from seeing the
inept and ignorant fail magnificently at everything they do, w4jh the
comfort that we cannot possible be
as ignorant or inept as they. The sitcom format also assures us that, no

Advice^ te

you are In a grace period. Classes are party. Right now it all seems new to
easy and everyone is. especially you, but come winter you'll wish
STAFF WRITER
social. This won't always be the case. you had gotten out more. If someone
With
a good base of friends, college is going to me Megadeath concert in
"Dear Member of the Class of
life
is
much easier and more reward- Portland, go. The party will still be
2005/
ing.
That
quiet girl who sits behind going on next weekend.
Here is some, honest and hardin
math
is actually an amazing
10. Set parameters with your
you
earned wisdom you would be wise
roommate.
Be honest. Is ' smoking in
Afro-Cuban
drummer.
to-heed. I know you won't, but here
Leave
door
open
5.
Bizz.
the
room
okay
? What about having a
your
it goes anyway.
when you are .there. People wijl just guy sleep over? Setting limits now
• 1. Don't hook up in the first drop in and you'll get to know your will head off potential conflict.
11. Take the professor rather than
month. I know this is anathema to hallway -more quickl y.
bicycle.
the
class. Talk to upperclassmen and
6.
Lock
your
your screaming Ubidd,. but trust me
7.
Buzz.
Set
aside
certain
times
to
find
but who ; the. great professors
you'll' probably regret it. As. a corolT-here
is
so
much
to
do
at
study.
are.
AJbadLprofessbr
can make the
lary to this, go ahead and break- up
careful
that
if
you
aren't
you
most
interesting
class
tedious,
Colby
with your high school sweetie. It's
~a~ good professor can make
c
an
easily
behind.
Also,
once
get
whefeas
.
never easy to admit that long dis>tance relationships don't work, but your work is done, yod are free to do "A Comprehensive History of
whatever you-want without a dark Cardboard" interesting. I personally
if shest to get it.over with. ¦' .;¦
"
' 2. Don'f goj to the apartments cloud of obligation hanging over give a big shout out for Nikky Singh,
¦ ;¦
Leo Livshits and Jeff Kasser.
withput an explicit invitation. Tfs you head: . ' ' " _ '
8.
because
Horace
and
12. Utilize professor office hours.
Just
not so much that you aren't welcome
I've
Henrietta
smoke
crack
every
day
never actually followed this
- if s. just awkward for everyone.
¦Besides , there are plenty' of other doesn't mean you should. There will advice, but rumor has . it that-you
:
always'be that kid who gets drunk will likely boost your grade just by
parties.
3. If .you don t want to drink, find for breakfast and miraculously pass- stopping in to chat. Also, you will
other people who are like-minded! If es. Most likely, you aren't that kid. get to know your professors in" a conyou don't drink, thafs cool, but you Some of my smartest friends aren't -tex-t other than class. After all, isn't
still should get out and go to parties. here anymore because they didn't this one of the reasons you came to a
Just go with someone else who's not recognize their limits. Don't let any- small school? Now go forth and keep it real.
drinking.' That way you can have one pressure you into doing anysomeone else with whom to hang thing you aren't comfortable doing. You're in for an awesome year.
out; after all, it isn't fun to be the You can still have a good time without tunneling a beer. Indeed you'll
only sober person in sight. ' ,
4..Meet as many people as you have a better time by not ending up
Clifton Bidlard is a columnist for
Can while it's still warm.'Right now, in the Health Center.
the Echo. '
• ¦ •
9. Don't be afraid of missing the
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the viewer.
When Ralph Wiggum plays the
Although each character is fault- flute ih7atalent show by sticking it
ed and politically incorrect, often up his nose, there is genuine1 love in
nearly as ignorant of the ways of the Chief Wiggum's^oice a'*he -proudly
world as is Homer: Chief Wiggum,"Tsaye/ 'Thafs some nice flutin ', boy.*"'
Apu, Grandpa Simpson, Principal
There is Shakespearean depth to
Skinner, Groundskeeper Willie, Ms. all characters, primary and secLlKE^THE-MOST — -"
' — KrabappleT^ondary alike. Ralph VVig^unTis^ a
Ms--¦Hoover*
BRILLIANT OF THE
, Montgomery Burns, Smithers, fine example of how the writers of
Nelson, Milhouse, and even charac- "The Simpsons" have created charLOONEY TUNES CARters whose proper names one would acters that are recognizable in reaj
TOONS, "THE
have to look up, such as the sea cap- life^ and hot just caricatures.
SIMPSONS" IS RIPE
tain who always says "Argh," shape
Most everyone knows or knew
the
world that the viewers of the some child who was loveably incaWITH LITERARY, ART
show can step inside.
pable of everyday activity due to
HISTORICAL, AND
How many secondary Simpsons overprotective parents. Ralph fumcharacters can you name? The fact bles through life with zeal, despite
FILM REFERENCES.
that you can name many is a sign of his tendency to eat anything that fits
the strength of those characters.
between his" teeth/ such as crayons
Homer's life.
, Each one of these secondary char- and " knobs and poisonous purple
As with Shakespeare's comedies, acters has played a larger role in at 'berries..- : '.- . .. ' ¦ ' ¦ •
the audience comes in with the least one episode, and each is a mulRalph is genuinely surprised "by
knowledge, the safety net; that all tifaceted individual. They are not . life, living in a blissful 'ignorance
will end; well. Bottom will. nof_ _JO_tlle^simage, present only to mut- that is admirable. "Me fail English?
always remainan ass, Dogberry will ter punch lines. They have depth, ¦¦'¦ That's impossible," Ralph says, disnot have to support the insults of his and the manic silly humor is mayed. In another example; Ral ph
prisoners without reparations, and buffered by genuine and admirable reacts with wonder at the fact that
everyone lives happily ever after.
emotions. There is true love between "My cat's breath r smells "like cat
The strength of the subordinate Homer and Marge, as there is food. " - ;. :, ¦ ¦ ¦. : - \ ' :. - '?. -:: . .
characters, those outside of the between Chief and Sarah. Wiggum,
If only we could be so excited
immediate Simpson family,are what and Principal Skinner and Ms! 'and surprised by the everyday
^
¦
make the show so welj-rounded and Krabapple and Principal Skinner's "~Tvorld. ¦¦_'
- ';¦ .
deep. To watch an episode of "The mother. Smithers is truly smitten
Simpsons" is to sink into a thought- with Mr. Burns, and there are movNoah Chdrhey is. a weekly columout, crafted world, with a myriad of ing moments - throughout the nist for the Echo
characters who become friends to episodes of "The Simpsons." : '.

Tales from a summer tour guide

By CLIFTON BULLARD
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matter the distress " into/ which
Homer stumbles, at the end of the
half hour, he will be safe and happy.
This e_uninates "ffie fe_r "6f traged y
from the potentially tragic events of
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By TIM CLARK

Anyone out there who isn't a
freshman is probably familiar with
the phenomenon of campus fours.
You know what I am talking
about; they're basically large
clumps of people led by a student
tripping as they walk down the
stairs backwards.
What many of you may not
know is that during the summer
these groups get larger and more
frequent, and Colby is forced to
hire about six poor and unsuspecting students to pilot them for the
entire fifteen weeks surrimer.
'
This year, I was one of those
students; These are my stories.
Countless times I would arrive
with a tour outside the Olin building and an innumerable amount ot
people would tell me that they
were j ust at Bates and they have
an Olin building too. Nolddding?!
Thanks, I didn't know that.
Olin also, provided me with
some of my favorite comments
from parents. As I described the
bio department a mother asked
me, "How is the pre-med advising
system here? When my daughter
applies to Harvard Medical I want
her to have a good support structure."' Mmmhmm, no pressure on
little Jane...riiiii ght.
Also in Olin (which I put at the
beginning of my tour) a girl said
to me, "Can we move this along? I
need to be back in time for my
interview." Her interview was an
houranda half later;
Once I was walking a group
through Keyes, and I pointed out
the NMR instrument in a room off
the main hallway and a prospective informed me that he was quite
sure that what I had pointed out
wasn't an NMR instrument at all. I
still need to remind Prof. Mund y
that apparentl y he's been wrong

VACATIONS

Dubya's summer break

STAFF WRITER

continued from page 7

ing regular briefings and having
his
usual round of meetings.
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upcoming bud get debates, as if
this were all part of his master
plan or something.
I know that a number of people
will argue that the president has
little Impact on whether the economy is good or bad, but I think the
one area of the economy that presidents have Impact Is in consumer
confidence indexes.
And riglit now, consumer confidence is quite low, which leads to
lower profits for companies and
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responded "that the college puts
more of an emphasis on encouraging responsible drinking and not
necessarily stopping underage
drinking. A parent then .asked
what was being done to prevent
fatalities due to alcohol poisoning.
After being informed that our current policies aim to curb abusive
drinking long before it results in
death, she asked "So you're not
going to do anything until someone dies?" She really- hit the nail
on the head with that one! '
Well, I am quickly realizing that
this column could go "on forever,
so I will wrap it up with two of my
favorite comments from this summer. If you'd like to -hear more
ridiculous stories from summer
tour guides, ask one. We'll keep
you entertained for days.
Anyway, at . one point I was
shadowing a tour, and the guide
was describing the Pugh Center 's
efforts to increase and encourage
rhulticulturalisrn and diversity ,on
campus. Hfe listed several of the
clubs represented, in the * facility,
whereupon a father asked if we
had a *white men's association"
his son could join!
And finally, one time, as ' I
moved a group into' the Page
Commons Room I explained that
if you were to meet the person you
marry at Colby,, the college would
donate" the room for your wedding
reception for free. A parent then
asked me what percentages of
Colby student's marry, and after I
told her. I didn 't know she
informed me that at Bowdoin over
60% of their, grads marry a fellow
graduate. My question is, what
sort of incestuous thing have they
got going on down there?. .Next
week's
column ,
"Inbreeding at Bowdoin!"

all these years.
After Keyes, I liked to explain
JanPlan. I told people that you can
take any sort of class on campus
"from advanced astrophysics tb
automotive repair and African
drumming." A girl then asked me,
''AreAfrican drumming and' ¦automotive repair the same class?"
One would imagine that Miller
isn't exactly the most thrilling part
oi the tour, and f or those on the
tour that is probably the truth..For
the tour -guide, however, the
library can bring about the most
inane comments ever.
__ Upon telling one group that we
^
had over 810,000 books -in our
library a woman told me that that
wasn't very many. I suppose she
was right/ well, that is if she was
comparing us with the Library of
Congress.
Another father thought that the
library's hours (8am-lam 7 days a
week) weren't extensive enough.
Still another man decided it was
great that . we had open stacks,
despite admitting that he had no
idea what that meant. ,, Outside the library a woman
asked me what sort of trees lined
the path next to Miller, as you pass
Lovejoy. I told her I didn't know,
but I would call PPD after the tour
to find out. She told me, "don't
bother, I think they 're app le trees"
and proceeded to brandish a half
eaten piece of fruit from the tree.
Who eats things from strange
trees? Moreover, who goes on a
college tour looking for a snack?!
The dorm room often begot the
worst questions. Frequentl y a
tour-goer would raise his or her
hand, and then simp ly look at me
and say "drinking." That was it.
What the hell am I supposed to
say to that? I always wanted to
look back at them and say "True."
Another guide was asked the
"drinking question " and he

low stock market.
Bush's leadership of this country has clearly not inspired confidence in the people of this country. J think it was the news clip of
him driving around his back yard
in his Big Wheels yelling, "Vroom,
vroooml" that started this ^ownward spiral.
Last time I checked, President
of the United States was one of the
more important jo bs in the country, probably the most important
job, and I just wish, we hadfa president who held that job in the
same li ght that roost Americans
do. I learned in grade 'school that
being president was a 24 hour a
day, seven day a week job that
never stopped for four years, Bush
is trul y bringing new meaning to
the p hrase "hands-off management style."
What I think this all stems from
Is his pathological fear of being
away from Texas. And from what I
understand this is not a unique
fear. Texnns view Texas as the center of the universe and apparently
must go back and dock with the
mother ship at regular intervals or
they will melt or something.
What. I find the moat amusing
about this whole vacation debacle
is that on his way back to

,

Tim Clark is the Echo
Subscriptions Manager.

Washington from Texas, Bush took
a Labor Day weekend vacation at
Camp DaVid. He clearl y has no
shame.
So next summer nt your j ob, or
at your real job after graduation ,
try the month long vacation thing
on your boss. Tell him or her you
need time to relax with ordinary
people, and that you 'll transp ort
your office to your vacation destination, and that it'll reall y be a
working vacation , and you reall y
j ust want to go p lay with your
friends on the company 's time.
Then let me know what it' s like to
have your boss loug h in your face.
So clearl y Bush is the onl y person who can get away with such
obvious dishonesty, but after all
he's onl y our president. .
I can almost guarantee that
having him back in Washington
won't make much difference in the
amount of work he actuall y does ,
After nil , I just saw a report thnt he
has gotten Playstation 2 installed
in the Oval Office. After the newji
leaked Bush issued n short statement describing the gaming system as "wicked cool."
Geoff Wapl in the Mirmrvr/ix
licit or of the Echo.
.

FOOTBALL: MMes looking solid Summer trip to Europe helps solidify^
continued from page 10

returning forward is aU-NESCAC striker Christine O'Donnell '03. She led the
NESCAC in regular season scoring the
past two seasons.She is one of therhost
feared scorers in the league-and provides a threat every time she gets a
touch-on:the baUrr^teKggio-'03. and
Lauren Gremelspacher '03 will try to
provide a compliment to O'Donnell up
front. ;
The Mules are strong in the midfield, led by captains Rice and Egart.
Rice plays in the center and Holsten
said "she has great vision and really*
creates a lot of opportunities for other
players." Egan has been a- consistent
player for-two years for the Mules from
her left side. She plays at both ends of
the field and provides experience and
leadership for the team.
A group of other players will compete to fill out_h_e_rejma.j riing midfield
spots. The group includes Julie Brown
'03, Colleen Lacey '03, Emily Dattwyler
.'03, Stacy Thurston '03, Marisa
MacNaughton '04,-ahd Meaghan Lane
'04.
Due to the graduation of two fop
players, defense will be one of the
biggest questions-for the Mules." They

By MEKEMELOSKI

very rarely get beat deep and their athleticism allows them to get their interThe outside linebacker slots are ceptions and create problems for the
'filled by Luke Webster '03 and Jeff offense.
The key to the Mules success is no
Owen '03. Both .are good athlete^,who
play sideline to sideline. WebstefwaS s^r_ret7^A^stm^raises~the~2001^Mules
having an outstanding yearlast season for their hard work. He said, "led by
Until it was cut short by injury. Owen Wezowicz and Fahey this was the best
filled in more than admirably and this winter of lifting and conditioning the
program has ever had." - ..
year moves into ThTother linebacking
¦¦ ' • ' ' ' ¦ ' •' •
Austin said his team 'will not be
*slbt.
. . . . -/
.. . . .
Thomas Ferzoco '02 and James fazed by the bull's-eye on their chest
Bradford '04 will also contribute. The and feels they prepare the same way
versatilityat the linebacking positions for every team knowing any team can
allows the defense to do many things beat another on any given day.
. "Austin knows his team will comand be successful in their schemes.
The defensive back field is — sur- pete for the league title but believes .the
prise, surprise — one of the tops in the key is to continue to. improve and
? league. It averaged more than 2 inter- maintain focus and intensity. Austin
ceptions a game last year. It is led by said Williams and Amherst are the
safeties Jason Brooks '02 and co-cap- Mules' main competition but reiterattain Pat Fahey '02. Both are hard hit- ed if the Mules are not ready to play
ters and excellent athletes. At one cor- each week they can be easily upset.
The Mules first test is a .big one as
nerback is Carlson and the other is
Brandon Irwin '04. Irwin saw some Williams comes to Seaverns Field on
spot time last season and the defense September 22 at 1:30. Come, out and
j,will lose nothing with him stepping in. watch the defending league champs as
The defensive backfield is very disci- they try to fulfill the lofty expectations
plined and skilled. The Mules will they set for themselves last season.

SPORT- EDITOR

The* Colby women's soccer team
continued its succe??."nder Coach Jen
Holsten last-seasoh-making-the post
season for the seventh time in as many
years. The team qualified for the first
NESCAC tournament and ended the
season with an above — .500 record.
Holsten hopes this season can mirror 1997. That was me last time the
women's team went on a summer trip.
This summer the: team traveled to
Belgium, Germany, Holland . and
England for ten days to play against
club teams from "each country.In '97
the trip led to the most successful season under Holsten' and a trip to the
NCAA, tournament.
Holsten feels the veterans _re in
to
place and said^ "the key the season
will be getting .the incoming freshmen
to mesh with the upperclassmen."
Captaining the team this year are
midfielders Lizzy Rice '02 and Katie
Egan '02, goalie Abby Kussell '02, and
defender MichelleMaricuso"'02.
The team returns a bulk of its scoring and firepower up front. The key

need to replace four-year starter Katie
Rowen '01 (now an assistant coach)
and all-league player Sarah Lovit_ '01.
"Losing those two players is very
big-but I am very comfortable will the
players stepping in^ I know they will
do-their-job,"-saidjHolstenHMancuso
leads the defensive and is joined by the
trio of Katie Tibbetts '03, Stephanie
Hicks '03, and Alicia Ford '03. All have
experience and as a group should be
able to replace the players lost to grad;'-..
uation. ' - .
In the net will be captain Kussell.
This is her third year seeing time for
the Mules and Holsten feels secure
with her net- Holsten also said that she
is happy with back up Ashley Harris
'04 and that there is a chance that
Elizabeth ReiUy '05 could *see some
time in net.
In talking with Holsten it was clear
she was very enthusiastic about the
season.
"The trip is something that can only
happen once every four years but it
makes such a difference in the season,"
she said , "The team really bonded in
Europe and as the trip went on the
team got better and better." She. also

praised the captains, saying "the lead--"ership has been tremendous, I could
not ask for anything more from my
"
captains."
"H
Holsten, said because of the trip;'3
that her team is in the best shape ever"1
at-that start of the year and they are fat-'"
ahead of last year's team already. '""'
Holsten maintained that it is key foif !'
her team to avoid the injury bug that-"
bit last season, especially early on. iJM '
"We need to stay, healthy and not
have some of the injuries that happened last season," she said. 'ThitT "
think the condition we are in wilfRelp1''
'• "'
us stay away from injuries."
"
Along with the exdtement about1*1
the trip, Holsten was extremely excited' "
about her mcoming freshmen. She said'"
the Class of 2005 is one of her strongest '"'
classes and she expects many to com-1' 1
pete for spots on the field once they-•>
become acclimated to Colby's style of

who returns to the team-after a year
abroad.
,
:.:. . . .
In addition to the remiriing varsity rowers, the women's squad will
include several members of last
year's undefeated first freshman
women's eight. That team won the
gold medal at the Avaya championships, soundly defeating teams
from Divisions I,II,..artd III to become
the first team from Colby, men's or
women's, freshman or varsity, ever
to win that title.
"With the freshman coming up,
I'm pretty excited about the year
ahead," said Stokes. "We've got a
good group of both freshman and
varsity rowers:"
The crew season begins Sept. 30
with the Textile River Regatta in
Lowellr Mass. But for Stokes, "the
focus of the fall season is the Head of
the . Charles Regatta in Boston."
Colby is a regular participant in the
Head of the Charles, the largest rowing event in the world, and will be
there Oct. 20-21.
¦ "There's no way to predict where
we'll finish," Stokes said of the race.

"Some of the events have up to 70._
crews in them. But if s a lot of fun."
Finally, Colby will be dedicatirig;
two new boats in the fall, one for the^
women's varsity rteam and one for.
the men's. The women's boat will be
named after Hilary Gehman '93/ T
who was a member of 2000 U.S.> ":
Olympic rowing team in Sydney.
She was on a team that finished fifth
in the quadruple sculls event at the \
Olympics, just out of medal contention. As a member 'of the .same ,¦¦<
quad, she -won a gold medal at the M
World Rowing Championships in ¦i
Lucerne, Switzerland in August.
The men's boat will be named
after presidential historian and base- . -,
ball expert Doris Keams Goodwin ,
'64, a frequent contributor to NBC ,¦
news. The boat will be dedicated in:.'!
Boston during the " Head . of the ,Charles, and Goodwin herself will ' ¦ . .- ¦*
hopefully be present.
"She's pretty fired up about it," J <
said Stokes. "She was really flattered
and excited that the team would do"
that."

¦
play . ""-

' ' ¦ '"
Holsten named Bowdoin, Williams/ 1'

Mddlebury,.and. Tufts as the teamfe*
toughest competition. She" stressed, -»
"we will really like td beat Bowdoin — ''
we never have and it would go a long v
' ¦¦> '
way to winning the CBB title."

Crew looks to build on last years successes
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captains, Morelli and Todd Brooks
'03, will provide some strong leadership for the team. Morelli and
Brooks were the stern pair for the
men's varsity eight during part of
the 2000 season and for all of the
spring season. Th their third year in
the stern, their experience should
pay off. .
:¦ The womeh'sivarsity team- went
6-1 last year,: their-most--successful
season ever. In the process, they
came in fourth at the New England
Championships and severith at the
""
Avaya
season-ending
Communications • . ' Collegiate
Champ ionships . in Gainesville,
Georgia. In addition, the team lost
qrily two seniors- to , graduation, so
seven of the nine team members
who rowed at the New!England and
Avaya championships remain.
According to Stokes, "we've got a
solid senior class this, year." The five
seniors on the varsity team are captains Katie Ward-Waller '02 _r\d
Christina Lavertu .'02, as well as
Lindsey Williams
02, v Katie
Lazdowski '02 and Sarah ' Miller '02,

'RYAN. DAVIS/COLBY ECHO

Colby Crew will add two new boats this 'season, both. named dfte 'i-famous Colby g f ads.. .
By RYAN DAVIS
EDITOR IN CHIEF

, : squad had their best season in histo- ' -. onship, the team had something of a

;

*'

Last spring, Colby's crew teams
were biggef than ever, with .60. students practicing and racing throughout the season. The men's varsity
team took home the CBB championship and; the women's varsity
i
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,' ry. In the fall, Coach Stew Stokes
hopes tp build on those successes
and is encoiiraged by the teams' low •*
graduation rates and- the performance of last year 's freshmen teams". .
. The men's . team 'faces "a biggei"
challenge than their female counter- '
• parts. In -spite of the . CBB charnpi-
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disappointing spring, and now faces
what Stokes calls "a little bit of. a
rebuilding year."- , • The men's team "is a young
group," said Stokes, "There's only
one senior ' (Pete Morelli '02) on the
men's varsity" team."'
Stokes, believes that this year's
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Football out to prove last year was no fluke

By MKE MELOSKI
SPORTS EDITOR

No one outside of the 2000 Colby
White Mules football team expected
them to be Co-NESCAC Champions,
CBB Champions, and have a 7-1
record. This year, however, Coach Tom
Austin guides the Mules against
heightened expectations outside of the
program and a sense of urgency inside
the program to remain on top.
The Mules return 16 out of their 22
starters from the league champions.
TheTsey components to their top rated
offensive return intact. First team allNESCAC quarterback Pat Conley '03
is back at the helm of the Mules offensive. Conley threw for .1,99.6 yards and
14 touchdowns, both tops in the
NESCAC. Conley is the best quarterback in the league
and a catalyst for
the Mules- off ense.
His
biggest
threat is do-everything wide receivSTrunning back
Danny Noyes '02.
Noyes led the
Mules in receiving,with 54 catches for 874 yards,
also tops in the
league.
Seeing
spot time at ninning back, he also led
the;Mules in rushing, and was the
league leader - in all-purpose yards,
even throwing 2 touchdowns. These
statistics earned Noyes first team all
NESCAC, ECAC, and New England
honors.
joining Noyes in the receiving
corps is multi-talented Lee Carlson '03.
Carlson caught 14 passes for 281 yards
and 2 touchdowns in 2000. Carlson is
not only a tremendous wide receiver
but is arguably the best comer back in
the NESCAC*Along with playing both
offense and defense Carlson returns

kicks.Coach Austin stressed Carlson is
one of the brightest talents in the
league and this.could be his breakout
into stardom.
An underrated receiving weapon is
fullback Don Williams m Williams is
a solid blocker and a threat to catch the
ball out of the backfieid. Williams was
third on the team with 21 catches in
2000. Yet another receiving option is
ti ght end Ian MacPherson '03.
MacPherson" -, saw extensive playing
time last season and is another Mule
who, with a solid performance, will be
the bj&tinjhe league at his position.
. Botii Rashad Randolph '02 and Joe
Murray '02 will handle the tailback
duties. Both split time at tailback with
Noyes last season and bring experience and a running style that compliments the Mules offense. Randolph, at
6-2 225 pounds, is bigger and faster,
while Murray is
the smaller, quicker
and more elusive.
Both bring a 'hardnosed inside running style to the
offense.
The most overr
looked unit on tKe
team is the offensive line. This unit
has been one of the
.' ... - . . - best year after year
in the NESCAC and'the 200T season
will beno different. .Led by three-year
starters co-captain guard Brian
Wezowicz '02 and first team allNESCAC tackle Bodo HeiUger '02, the
Mules return five starters who saw
extended game time in 2000.
Wezowicz and Heiliger will anchor
the ri ght side of the line. Matt
Mahoney '03 willplay center. Stepping
in at left guard is Tony DiSotto '03 and
platooning at left tackle will be Jason
Cummings '02 and impressive transfer
Rob Vail '03. If thejDffensive line performs up to its capabilities the Mules
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Members of the f ootball team huddle at a recent p ractice. The team should be a top
offense will once again be atop the
NESCAC in most offensive categories.
Coach Austin stressed that the
offense was very good last year but far
from perfect.
"We need to improve on our red
zone offense (offense inside the 20
yard line) and . strengthen the rixnning
game," he said. He believed that the
Mules strength will again be the pass-ing game and the rest of the offense
wijkflow from it.
'
The defense returns eight starters

on a unit that finished third in the
league in overall defense last season.
Austin is extremely excited about the
2001 version and believes with the
returning players and newcomers this
could-be one of the best defenses he
has seen in his 15 years at Colby.
Each individual unit is above average and as a whole will'wreak havoc
on offenses in the NESCAC.
The defensive line is big, strong
and fast. Colby features two of the premiere defensive ends in the NESCAC.

¦ 'i

Mike DiStefano '03 is a three-yeai
starter whbse~ relentless effort often
goes unnoticed. At the other end is
Peter Sherman '04 whose outside xush
is' phenomenal. If other areas of his
game improve he will have an allleague caliber season. Hard working
Jason Grantham '02 will also contribute at defensive end for the Mules.
Manning the defensive tackle spots
are second team all-NESCAC player
Kevin Smalley '03 and Dan Greenfield
'02. Both .tackles utilize their strength
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and quickness to disrupt the other
¦
'
teams offerise. '
The -Mules only get better when
you speak about the linebacking corp.
It is led by three-year starter Mike
Moran '03 at middle linebacker. Each
of the last two years Moran has led the
Mules in tackles and for the first time
since early in his freshman year he is
healthy and in good condition.

See FOOTBALL, continued on page 9

Men 's soccer hopes to rebound Women's X-C counters
after tough 2000 season
losses with depth
By RYAN DAVIS

By MIKE MELOSKI

EDITOR IN CHIEF

SPORTS EDITOR

Colby men's soccer has a long and
storied winning tradition. Last year a
6-6-2 record was far below expectations and far from the standard the
program has set. This year's squad
returns ei ght starters and looks to
return to its winning ways.
Coach Mark Serdjenian enters his
26th year in the program and believes
"last year was tough, but with our
returning players we will be a stronger
team this season."
On offense Jamie Yurek '03 returns
to the striker position. According to
Coach Serdjen ian, "Yurek should be a
spark plug up front for us,"
The other forward position is yet to
be filled and Serdj enian said it was
earl y and no candidates had set themselves apart yet. Chris French '03 is a
strong candidate but he must show he
has full y recovered from an injury last
season and is ready to step up.
Serdj enian also sard that, "no matter who p lays' forward for us we are
looking for more scoring out of the
position than we received last season."
In the midfield , tri-captain David
Manning '02 nnd leading scorer Jamie
Luc '03 pace the ' Mules. Lue and
Manning are two of thtMnost skilled
members of the team. Each does an
excellent j ob of winning the ball, controlling the field, and creating scoring
opportunities for their teammates or
themselves.
Serdjenian wns very happy with his
midfield and said, "they provide us
with the stead y p lay out of the midfield that we need nnd also a scoring
threat." Serdjenia n also hopes that
some of the younger players could step
up and possibly fill a midfield position
or just provide some deplh.
On defense returning starter Mike
Jarcho '03 steps into tlie sweeper position, left vacant by graduation , from
his wing position. Tri-captain Shawn
Skulley '02 returns and provides leadership and solid p lay form the wing.
On the other wing Serdj enian says Josh
Zweig '04 will step in and start,
Playing goalie for the Mules is tricaptain David Friedman '02. He has
seen spot action in his first three years
for the Mules, and given his chances
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J amie Lite '03 and the Colby men 's soccer team gear up f o r
Sunday 's home op ener.
,
has performed well. Backing up
Friedman will be Andrew Danzinger
'03.
ThcMulcs have two main goals this
season, The first is to return to the winning ways of the past and the second is
to qualif y for post season play. Under
the new N ESCAC rales the Mules are
only eli gible to play in the NfESCAC
tournament in whidi the top seven finishersfrom thej eagae qualif y,
Serdjenian believes with his eight
ret'irning starters and solid junior varsity program this goal will be easily
met.
"The players we hnve returning are
very solid," he said. "And with our JV
program we are able to keep players in
Iho programand build on their skills,
they will help us in.the long run.". .
Serdjenian also snid one of the
biggest keys was keeping his players
healthy, "Last year we had injuries all

year long. The injuries kept us from
having a cohesion and b/eing consistent.".
Serdjenian
nrtmed . Williams,
Midcllebury, Bowdoht and Tufts as the
team's stiffest competition but said
"the league is very balanced , we
always have to come out and play to
the best of our ability or we will be
beat.".
The Mules have already played an
exhibition game against alumni and
Serdj enian wns happy with how his
team looked.
. "Although it was not tlie best competition, it was gbod to get to play and
see where we were at," he said. "I am
very , happy and Tuesday when we
scrimmage Iiusson, we will know
even more,".
The Mules open Sunday,September
at
at home
11:00 a.m.
against
^Amherst.

"What we don't have this year,
which we've had each of the past ten
years, is a clear front-runner,"' said
Coach Debbie Aitken of the 2001
women's cross-country team. On one
hand, that says a lot about the depth
and skill of the team, in that most
members are evenly matched. On the
other hand, it shows that the loss of
four of the team's top seven runners
from last season will be a difficult
obstacle to overcome. •
Last season was a memorable one
for the team — they won the state
meet, came in ninth at NESCACs and
pulled a major upset to finish fourth in
the New England meet and qualif y f or
'
the national charhpionships.
"We were never seeded hi gher than
sixth all last year, so when-we pulled
off that fourth-place" finish, that was a
big deal," said Aitken. "There were
some teams there that absolutely could
not believe that we made it. Whether
we can do it again, I don't know."
With the four bi g losses, "I would
say you could look tat this as definitel y
a rebuilding season," Aitken said.
"However, we've got a pretty strong
group of seniors, especiall y if we can
keep everybody healthy."
Aitken's overall goal for the season
is for the team to work ils way back
into the top five or six teams in New
England.
"That's not going to be easy," she
pointed out, noting that defending
national champion Middlebury, nlong
with perennial rivals Williams,
Amherst, Brandeis and Connecticut
College return the maj ority of their
already strong teams this season. "So,
we've got our job cut out for us, I'm

sure.
¦'¦
¦
;. Despite the losses and the competition, Aitken believes the team will be
strong again this year.
"What we do nave is a very enthusiastic and motivated group of runners/ she said.
Among the possible top seven are
Mary Phelps '04, who was the team's
two and three runner throughout most
of last year. She should contend for the
lead runner spot, even though this
only her second year with the team.
Phelps is not the only candidate for
lead runner, however. Captains Katie
MacDonald '02, Megan Hoar '03, and
Sarah Piampiano '02 return strong as
well/along with Sarah Getchell '04, one
of the teanVs top five runners last year.
Also back is Ellen, Whitesides '03,
who missed most of last season with
anemia. "She's returned in great shape,
she's healthy, and she'll certainly be a
factor," said Aitken.
A few members of the teajm, including Annika Svore '04 and Reiia Taylor
'03, have never run -cross-country
before. "But both of them look good as
well," Aitken said.'
She added that it's difficult to predict how the team will look as the season progresses because many of the
members are ri ght at the same skill
level. "These kids are literally within a
second or two of one another," snid
Aitken. "So the one thing I think we
will be is deep,"
On the whole,) Aitken named as
many as 13 runners who have
improved enough since last season to
end up at or near the top slot, including
Emily Arell '04, Wendy Sicard '05,
Jennifer Smyth '02, Anna Sommo '04,
Torrey Kulow '05, Cristina Sisson '04,
Knrina Johnson '05 and Cay le Fageau
'02, provided she can overcome a per-

¦
sistent injury.
|
"Our problem is going to be establishing who is going to be the ' front
runner and kind of draw the rest of the
pack out," Aitken stressed. "If we can
have someone break away frcim the
pack, we should have a pretty strong
season." •
,,3
With so many sophomores and first
years doing so well, the team should
make up for in drive what it may lack
in experience. "I think there's probably*
not enough that can be said about the
motivation of this group," said Aitkeii.
"I think they all come back very well
prepared, and we'll just have to see
where we fall."
Aitken has set some specific goals
for the team this season, among them
winning the state meet for the fourth
year in a row, which would b_
unprecedented, finishing in the top six
at NESCACs and ultimately, "trying to
see if we can possibly pull another
upset and make it back to ' nationals,
although I'd probably have to say
that's a very lofty goal at this point."
However, four members of the;
team that went to nationals last an^
returning and "all of them are tiying to'
establish a feeling that yes, we can cerr '
tainly get back there," according to
Aitken,
'
"If we can just run injury free, we
should have a very strong season," she
said ,
The season gets started Saturday al
11 a.m, with the Colby Relays against
the University of Southern Maine. The,
meet starts and finishes by the Lunder
House, and is the onl y home meet of
the season. It will be your only chance
this year to get out arid support Colby
women's cross-country on campus,

.Next issue Men's cross country, Women's field hockey,
"
Women 'sA/olleyball and Coed Golf will be featured within the sports
i
n pages.

